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Deliverable D9.4

Executive summary
Landscapes in Europe and beyond provide a range of functions and services for securing
human livelihoods and contributing to well-being. Multiple interests, fragmented regulation,
environmental threats and socio-economic dynamics pose challenges for sustainable
landscape policy and management. In the light of agricultural intensification and the
homogenisation of rural landscapes, policy-relevant questions for sustainable development
and heritage preservation emerge, such as what new policy arrangements and management
approaches are needed to conserve unique landscape characteristics, knowledge and practices;
and how can landscape policy and management be better directed towards sustainable
practices and outcomes? Addressing these challenges, this deliverable sets out conceptual
thinking about and empirical analysis of new policy and management approaches. Five key
concepts and strategies for fostering sustainable landscape conservation, development and
identity are outlined in detail. They draw on principles for encouraging multi-actor collaboration across institutional levels and policy sectors for sustainable landscape governance.
The first concept is about landscape stewardship exploring how land managers can be
incentivised to manage their environment sustainably. Based on a UK case study, different
stakeholders’ concerns regarding present and future agri-environmental schemes (AES) are
compared and contrasted across different understandings of landscape stewardship. Policy
recommendations for landscape labelling are presented as a second concept. This connects
ideas of multifunctional landscape management with (eco-) certificates, geographic indication
and payment schemes for ecosystem services, by expanding the focus from certifying single
products, services and production processes to an entire landscape. Based on the analysis of
four labelling-like approaches that exist in Europe, the report demonstrates how labelling can
foster a debate on landscape characteristics, how it can be integrated into existing policy
schemes and what supportive governance and policy conditions are therefore needed. Next,
the idea of integrated landscape management is elaborated, and how it can contribute to the
implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Europe. Taking three recent
land-use conflicts as examples, opportunities and challenges of SDGs implementation are
outlined, and key elements of ILM discussed for past and future land-use conflict resolution
in the realm of sustainable development. The fourth set of policy recommendations is
dedicated to climate change and resilience of landscapes. It highlights how activities from
agriculture and forestry affect climate change mitigation and adaptation at landscape level,
and advocates co-designing adaptation measures across policy sectors, by taking local context
conditions carefully into account. Finally, a landscape approach to environmental
governance is presented as centrally elaborated in the HERCULES project. The objective is to
encourage policy makers to think spatially about environmental and landscape-related policies
rather than thematically or sectorally to support dynamic cultural landscapes in Europe.
Advantages and potential application areas of a landscape approach are translated into a
policy narrative for policy makers at different administrative levels - from local to EU level.
In addition to the recommendations given for each particular concept and strategy, the final
conclusions set out recommendations for landscape policy and management, as well as for
research policy. The latter underlines the need for further research on-, and the creation of
enabling research conditions for landscape approaches and novel forms of landscape
governance.
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1. Introduction
Landscapes in Europe and beyond have multiple functions, especially areas that are valued
and managed to provide a range of landscape goods and services for securing human
livelihoods and contributing to wellbeing. In the context of ongoing environmental
degradation and resource exploitation, globalized agricultural markets and the
homogenization of landscapes, sustainable forms of landscape policy and practice are
required to respond to the grand societal challenges such as climate change, biodiversity loss
and food security by managing landscapes in a multi-functional, inclusive, and adaptive way
(Sayer et al. 2013). This is, however, a challenging task. Heterogeneous and often conflicting
societal demands for landscape improvements, biodiversity protection, and substantial
contributions to local and regional economy coexist and overlap. The same applies for the
responsible policy sectors such as agriculture, nature conservation, infrastructure and planning
with various overseeing agencies and utilized management scales and units. Where diverse
actors and sectors with plural interests are involved, trade-offs emerge between human
demands and the capacity of landscapes to satisfy them (Brouwer and van der Heide 2012).
This calls for participatory, multi-level, and cross-sectoral governance and management
approaches that allow for a negotiation of landscape visions and land-use objectives, learning
and experimentation as well as for the co-design and implementation of appropriate solutions
(Rival and Muradian 2013; Windhoff-Héritier 2002). A holistic and science-based
understanding of landscape systems and the interrelations between the various actors,
institutions and biophysical conditions form a necessary requirement for sound policy and
management design, establishment and use.
For better acknowledging the complexity of landscapes as socio-ecological systems and target
for decision-making, the landscape approach has become widely accepted at least among
specialists (but not yet enough by decision-makers and lay persons) for embracing the natural
sphere as well as human activities and heritage for guiding decisions towards more integrated
and sustainable policy and management practices (Plieninger et al. 2006; Owen and Herlin
2009; Stenseke 2016). Landscapes can be defined as dynamic human-nature interactions in a
geographic space, which are determined by biophysical characteristics, societal perceptions
and governing institutions through which actors negotiate land-use objectives and approaches
(Görg 2007; Ros-Tonen et al. 2015). Respectively, the relations between societies and nature
have come in focus for landscape policy and practice, referring to how nature, culture and
their interdependencies are understood (Stenseke 2016; Vázquez and González 2015). Policy
relevant questions for sustainable landscape management emerge such as:
•
•
•

How can landscape management be better directed towards sustainable practices and
outcomes?
What is the relationship between societal actors to their place of action? and
What governance arrangements are needed to transform or preserve desired landscape
characteristics, land management knowledge and practices?

Addressing these challenges, this deliverable sets out recommendations for landscape policy
and practice based on the work undertaken in the HERCULES project. At its core, five key
themes of new and innovative policy and practice approaches for fostering sustainable
landscape conservation, development and identity are outlined in detail.
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The first three of them were promised in the original HERCULES Work Programme as
central project outcomes, but the other two are developed in addition arising out of the project
team’s research findings and subsequent discussions. They all draw on principles for
encouraging multi-actor collaboration across institutional levels and policy sectors for
sustainable landscape governance (see for example Newig & Fritsch, 2009; Robinson &
Berkes, 2011), consisting of conceptual thinking and empirical analysis. The overarching goal
is to increase understanding of landscape drivers, dynamics, actors and values to develop, test
and demonstrate policy strategies and management approaches for sustainable landscape
governance.
The first theme is about landscape stewardship (section 2). The central focus of this work
explores how actors responsible for land management can be incentivised to sustainably
manage their environment. In the UK, different land manager concerns regarding present and
future agri-environmental schemes (AES) are compared and contrasted across different
understandings of landscape stewardship. As a result, it turned out that a range of important
landscape values co-exist such as `social relations`, `quality, local food production`,
´biodiversity`, `cultural heritage`, or `recreation, tourism and lifestyles` that need to be taken
into account when developing local environmental plans and management approaches.
Conceptual ideas and policy recommendations for landscape labelling are presented as a
second theme in section 3. The guiding question is how labelling can be applied for cultural
landscape preservation – and what can be learnt for the design and set-up of respective
governance processes. Landscape labelling connects ideas of multifunctional landscape
management with (eco-)certificates, geographic indication and payment schemes for
ecosystem services. It largely expands the focus from certifying single products, services and
production processes to an entire landscape. Based on the analysis of four labelling-like
approaches that exist in Europe, concrete recommendations are presented to show how
labelling can foster a debate on landscape characteristics, how it can be integrated into
existing policy schemes and what supportive governance and policy conditions are needed to
promote it.
Section 4 takes up the idea of integrated landscape management (ILM) as a third theme for
policy and practice recommendations, and how it can contribute to the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Europe. Here the potentials of ILM are elaborated
to support multifunctionality and integration across actors, sectors and scales. Taking three
recent land-use conflicts as examples (agriculture production versus nature conservation,
energy crop production versus cultural landscape preservation, and urban sprawl),
opportunities and challenges of SDGs implementation in Europe are outlined. Based on short
essays written by invited experts from distinct European contexts/fields, key elements of ILM
are identified and discussed for land-use conflict resolution and addressing SDGs, and lessons
learned for future applications of ILM in the realm of sustainable development. Such key
elements relate to common concerns, multi-actor and -sector collaboration, capacity building,
adaptive management and learning. Accordingly, policy and management actions are
suggested which are suitable for handling multiple interests and goals, and the future role of
landscape research is highlighted to support SDG implementation on landscape level in
Europe. This work is currently under review as a scientific article. Insight will be made
available on the project website after final acceptance of the paper.
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The fourth set of policy recommendations is dedicated to climate change and resilience of
landscapes (section 5). As landscapes have severe effects on and for climate change and vice
versa, careful attention needs to be paid to the factors shaping those landscapes and their
sustainable management and governance. This policy brief highlights how activities from
agriculture and forestry affect climate change (CC) mitigation and adaptation at landscape
level, such as for reducing GHG emissions, carbon storage and sequestration, and
management of ecosystems for increasing resilience. The policy recommendations presented
advocate co-designing climate change adaptation measures across policy sectors, by taking
local context conditions carefully into account. The sustainable provisioning of bundles of
landscape goods and services by landscapes needs to be better promoted as well as the
sustainable production capacity of renewable energy resources from land, fisheries and
aquaculture environments. Key elements of a sustainable governance strategy are to foster
innovation, capacity building and a closer involvement of consumers and citizens into
decision-making processes.
The final theme in this deliverable promotes a landscape approach to environmental
governance as centrally elaborated in the HERCULES project (section 6). The objective of
this work is to encourage policy makers to think spatially about environmental and landscaperelated policy rather than thematically or sectorally in order to cherish and support dynamic
cultural landscapes in Europe. The many facets of human-environment and people-land
interactions all need to be taken into account to enable effective environmental governance.
As such, there needs to be a balance against the essentially sectoral and top-down landscaperelated policies that dominate policy agendas such as those for biodiversity conservation and
CAP greening, based on understanding landscape character and (most importantly) civil
society participation. A landscape approach entails viewing and managing multiple land uses
in an integrated manner, considering both the biophysical environment and the human
processes that co-produce it, and reflecting the human well-being that depends on it. Building
on these principles, the advantages and application areas of a landscape approach are
translated into a policy narrative that aims to be easy to understand and relevant to policy
makers at different administrative levels - from the local to EU level. Based on contributions
from four studied European landscapes, the paper illustrates how good examples of
sustainable landscape practice derive from interdisciplinary analyses of landscape taken as a
whole. Further it demonstrates that the transdisciplinary and participatory co-design of policy,
planning and management offers effective solutions to landscape conflicts and problems.
In addition to the recommendations given for each specific theme, the final conclusions
(section 7) set out comprehensive recommendations particularly for (a) landscape policy and
management, and (b) for research policy. The latter underlines the need for further research
on, and the creation of, enabling research conditions for landscape approaches and novel
forms of landscape governance. Stable policy backup and financial research support are
necessary requirements for the development, setup and evaluation of landscape policy and
management solutions. Landscape research strives for the co-production of system, target and
transformation knowledge which are key requirements for working towards sustainable,
societally relevant provisioning and financing of the bundle of functions, goods and services
provide by the manifold landscapes in Europe.
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2. Integrating different understandings of landscape stewardship
into the design of agri-environmental schemes
Written by Christopher M. Raymond, Mark Reed, Claudia Bieling, Guy M. Robinson and
Tobias Plieninger

Abstract
We compare and contrast rural land manager current about agri-environmental schemes
(AES) and preferences for design beyond 2020 across different understandings of landscape
stewardship. Forty semi-structured interviews were conducted with similar proportions of
smallholders, medium holders and large holders in South West Devon, United Kingdom.
Overall, respondents most frequently cited concerns related to the reduced amount of funding
available for entry-level and higher-level stewardship schemes in the UK since 2008,
changing funding priorities, perceived overstrict compliance and lack of support for farm
succession and new entrants into farming. However, there were differences in concerns
across understandings of landscape stewardship with production respondents citing that AES
do not encourage food production, whereas environmental and holistic farmers citing that
AES do not support the development of a local green food culture and associated social
infrastructure. These differences also emerged in preferences for AES design beyond 2020.
In the light of these findings, we adapt a collaborative and co-ordinated framework for
designing AES to account for the differing interests of land managers based on their
understanding of landscape stewardship. We discuss the implications of this framework for
environmental policy design in the Europe Union and elsewhere.

Introduction
Agri-environmental schemes (AES) are mechanisms by which landowners and other
individuals and bodies responsible for land management (collectively referred to as ‘land
managers’ hereon) can be incentivised to manage their environment. Between 2007-2013, the
European Union (EU) spent €23 billion on AES, covering 46.9 million hectares (European
Commission, 2015a). The latest re-negotiation of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) for 2014-2020 enables spending on AES to rise to €25 billion (European Commission,
2015a). While the overall amount of funding earmarked for environmental schemes has
increased from 25% in the previous CAP period to 30% now, the budget needs to cover a
wider range of objectives including climate change mitigation, organic farming and so called
‘climate and environment investment measures’ (Pe’er et al., 2014). Such widening has
increased the complexity of scheme design and evaluation. In response, a range of innovative
collaborative governance models has been developed to support the design and evaluation of
the next wave of AES (e.g., Prager, 2015; Prager et al., 2015, 2012; Reed et al., 2014). The
literature on multi-level environmental governance also provides various principles for
encouraging collaboration across institutional levels (Newig & Fritsch, 2009; Robinson &
Berkes, 2011; Newig & Koontz, 2013).

8
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Separate to governance aspects, there is a bourgeoning literature on how to manage trade-offs
between competing objectives and how to engage local stakeholders in priorities for land
management. For example, there has been focus on identifying trade-offs in land, water and
carbon management (Bryan et al., 2015; Adams et al., 2014), collective visioning to support
future changes to land use (Meyer et al., 2015; Barnaud et al., 2013), and the mapping of local
stakeholder values to inform priorities for conservation (Whitehead et al., 2014; Raymond et
al., 2009). Market segmentation studies have developed novel ways of identifying different
land holder types and tailoring land management strategies to different types of values and
farming motivations (Emtage et al., 2001; Morrison et al., 2011; Köbrich et al., 2003;
Bidogeza et al., 2009; Maybery et al., 2005).
Here we are particularly interested in how framing can be used as tool for designing AES with
multiple objectives. Much research attention has been devoted to framing in communication
which examines how the use of different words or phrases affect local attitudes (Druckman,
2001). Studies have focussed on assessing participants responses to a variety of gain or loss
frames, including frames related to the adoption of soil conservation practices (Andrews et al.,
2013) or attitudes toward climate change (Spence & Pidgeon, 2010; Gifford & Comeau,
2011; Jones & Song, 2014). What is missing in these current debates is how landholders
understanding of land management, in this case landscape stewardship, may influence their
concerns and preferences for AES design. This is essentially an issue of frames in thought,
which is not a property of communication but rather describes the individual’s perception of
the situation, while the frame describes the person’s understanding of the situation
(Druckman, 2001).
Frames in thought is a relatively new area of enquiry in the conservation sciences. Linnel et
al. (2015) found a plurality of understandings of people and nature, and therefore encourage
conservation planners to consider a range of approaches to conservation. A recent study in
South West Devon, UK, asked land managers to define landscape stewardship and to describe
why their property and region were important to them. Results indicate that land managers
can hold various understandings of landscape stewardship (herewith distinguished in four
categories: environmental, production, holistic and instrument) underpinned by different land
management motivations (Raymond et al., 2016). We suggest that frames in thought is an
important area to study considering that ‘stewardship’ is a nebulous term and is likely to be
subject to multiple interpretations among land managers (Robinson, 2008). Further, we
suggest that one’s understanding of stewardship may have a bearing on their attitudes toward
existing AES and preferences for future design.
In this study, we compare and contrast land manager concerns regarding existing AES and
their preferences for future scheme design (beyond 2020) across different understandings of
landscape stewardship. Results are drawn from a thematic analysis of 40 semi-structured
interviews with land managers in SW Devon, UK. We focus on SW Devon as a case example
given the diversity of land-use types and land managers in the region, ranging from
smallholders involved in community-supported agriculture initiatives through to large-scale,
commercial dairy operations. After discussing the benefits of the frames in thought approach,
we identify some of the challenges and opportunities associated with integrating land manager
concerns and preferences into AES design.
9
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Methods
The study is a combination of qualitative survey in form of semi-structured interviews with
land managers and the development of a framework for designing AES involving land
managers and other stakeholders in future. In the methods section, we describe the study area,
sample, interview technique, stewardship classification and analysis.
Study area
The study area is situated in the South-West Devon, a county in the South-West of England.
The physical geographic boundaries are the Dart River on the eastern boundary, the watershed
of the Dartmoor upland to the north, the Tamar Valley to the west and the English Channel to
the south. Dominant agricultural land-uses include cereals and other cropping, horticulture,
pigs and poultry. Other important land-uses include forestry, equestrian activities, animal
husbandry, hobby farming, nurseries, trees and specialist plants as well as nature
conservation. The upland area of Dartmoor is a National Park, and as such is subject to
administration by the Dartmoor National Park Authority. The southern part of the study area,
up to and including the coastline, is contained within a designated Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (Bieling & Bürgi, 2014).
Sample
A snowball sampling strategy was used to identify participants for the study. Based upon their
local networks, local contacts were asked to generate an initial list of ten land managers who
might be willing to be interviewed. Of those, four were interviewed and each invited to
provide the names and contact details of up to five additional participants. These interviewees
were then asked to provide the names and contact details of up to five additional land
managers who they thought would participate in the study. Suggested participants were
stratified into small-holders of < 5acres (2 ha), medium-holders of 5-100 acres (2-40.5 ha) and
large-holders of > 100 acres (> 40.5 ha). We aimed to interview ten participants across each
of these land manager types who were identified as being conventional (non-organic) or
organic (self-identified or certified through the Soil Association). We also sought
representation across dairy, sheep and cattle, vegetables, community-supported agriculture
and cereal cropping enterprises. The final number of interviews by land manager type was
guided by principles of data saturation, a key component of both grounded theory analysis
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990) and thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2013). Saturation is the
point in data collection when no new or relevant information emerges with respect to the
newly constructed theory. It is the point at which no more data need to be collected. Hence,
the aforementioned sample is not intended to be representative of the actual farm size
distribution in SW Devon.
Interview technique
Forty (average 45 minute) semi-structured interviews were conducted at land managers’
residences in SW Devon between October and December 2014. Each interview followed an
interview script which was developed and tested in partnership with local stakeholders
comprising members of South Hams Council and a local landscape consultancy.
10
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The final script included sections on: 1) understanding of landscape stewardship; 2) the three
most important landscape values on the property; 3) how the interviewee manages these three
values; 4) concerns about the current design of AES in the UK, and; 5) suggestions for
improvements to the design beyond 2020. Each interview was recorded using an audiorecorder and then transcribed verbatim for analysis.
Stewardship classification
Given the absence of a coherent set of definitions for understanding stewardship, Raymond et
al. (2016) identified four framings of stewardship using grounded theory analysis:
“Environmental”, “Production”, “Holistic” and “Instrumental” frames. An open coding
approach was used first to find the core understandings of stewardship. Selective coding
techniques were then used to relate data coded at an earlier date to the core understandings of
stewardship.
Environmental respondents defined stewardship as looking after the land in an environmental
way, managing the environmental features, stewarding these features for future generations,
taking care of the environment, and implementing measures that encourage wildlife. For
example, ‘‘Well stewardship means looking after your land in an environmental way, keeping
it preserved for the next generation and look out for the wildlife and what you can do to save
wildlife.’’
Respondents from the production category defined stewardship as keeping land productive or
in terms of the preservation of traditional farming techniques. They under-rated or did not
mention the wildlife conservation goals cited by environmental respondents. Key discourses
communicated as part of this framing include: ‘to keep the land in good productive condition
for future generations’ and ‘to preserve traditional farming techniques’. Farmers discussed
stewardship in the context of ‘land management,’ and ‘maintaining its productivity’.
Holistic respondents recognised the interactions, and sometimes the interdependencies,
between ecological and production systems. They also highlighted the important role of
maintaining or enhancing landscape diversity by supporting a patchwork of different land
uses. For example, ‘‘To me, landscape stewardship is to keep what we’ve got, i.e., the
patchwork fields, the hedgerows, the natural hedgerows that people think are natural but
they’re not, they’re man made. The overall look of the place, if you like, yet still be actively
farming with that. And also look after all the wildlife within that landscape as well. This
nonsense of the environment or farming, it’s not like that.”
Instrumental respondents defined stewardship in the context of a government policy or
incentive scheme, despite prompting for a wider definition of stewardship. Stewardship was
considered as a formal government scheme to support environmental actions. Emphasis was
placed on environmental agreements and land managers being paid to do something to
support the natural environment. For example, ‘‘I would say at the moment in England it
would be our environmental agreements which would be Higher Level Stewardship, Uplands
Entry Level Stewardship and Entry Level Stewardship.’’

11
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Analysis
Inductive thematic analysis techniques were applied to identify themes and sub-themes of
concerns about AES among land managers in SW Devon. In an inductive approach, the
process of coding occurs without trying to fit the data into a pre-existing model. This pinpoints, examines and records patterns or ‘themes’ within data. Thematic analysis was
performed through a process of: 1) reading and familiarisation with the interview transcripts;
and 2) complete coding to identify issues relevant to land manager concerns about AES and
preferences for scheme design beyond 2020 which reflects the starting time for the next
iteration of AES in the EU. For each individual code we then collated together all instances of
text where that code appeared in the dataset. Themes were developed when codes clustered
together. Each theme was linked to the underpinning code and then reviewed and revised,
checking to ensure the themes fitted well with the data. The themes were then revised by
coding and collating more data from the original interview transcripts. Presence or absence
was then recorded for each theme, together with the percentage of all respondents who
mentioned that theme.
Each theme was then analysed for its presence or absence by understanding of stewardship.
We assigned themes to inform the collaborative framework for designing AES. We also
recorded the number and percentage of respondents who referred to each theme.

Results
In this results section, we present an overview of respondents’ concerns about existing AES
and their preferences for AES design beyond 2020 based on the stewardship classification
prepared by Raymond et al. (2016). We then use these insights, together with recent findings
from the AES governance literature, to develop a framework for the future design of AES.
This includes a framework overview, linkages to established governance models and a
critique of its strengths and weaknesses.
Similar proportions of respondents with environmental, production, holistic and instrumental
understandings of stewardship were interviewed. Overall, 10 interviewees aligned with the
environmental frame, six with production, 13 with holistic and 11 with instrumental.
Environmental respondents were younger and more formally educated, but less financially
secure than respondents espousing a production oriented or instrumental understanding. They
also owned or managed less land than production and holistic respondents (see Raymond et
al. 2016 for more context).
There were different levels of participation in stewardship schemes across study respondents.
None of the smallholders interviewed received the basic farm payment or entry level subsidy
given that they were under the 5 ha threshold prescribed in national AES regulations. All
medium holders received both the basic farm payment and entry level stewardship subsidies.
Eighty percent of largeholders interviewed received both the basic farm payment and entry
level stewardship.
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Respondents’ concerns about existing AES
Respondents identified a range of concerns about the design of AES. Respondents most
frequently cited the reduced amount of funding available for entry-level and higher-level
stewardship schemes in the UK since 2008 (38% of all respondents), changing (and shortterm) funding priorities and rules (33%), perceived overstrict compliance (25%) and lack of
support for farm succession and new entrants into farming (25%) (Table 1). Changing (and
short-term) funding priorities were of particular concern to environmental respondents who
found it difficult to manage biodiversity as a result of changing funding priorities. One
respondent noted:
“They want us to clear it out to allow biodiversity in with the natural grasses and flowers and
all the rest of it, and they pay for the first three years to go in there with one of these heavy
duty swipes, and swipe, but after that there’s nothing.”
Table 1. Respondent concerns about existing stewardship schemes

Concerns

Respondents

% of
sample

Environmental
(n=10)

Production
(n = 6)

Holistic
(n = 13)

Instrumental
(n = 11)

Reduced funding

15

38

√

√

√

√

Overstrict compliance

13

33

√

√

√

√

Government undervaluing
local land manager
knowledge and interests

10

25

√

X

√

√

Lack of support for farm
succession and new
entrants

10

25

√

√

√

√

Changing funding
priorities and rules (policy
uncertainty)

9

23

√

√

√

√

Too prescriptive and
complex

7

18

√

√

X

√

Do not support
smallholder interests

5

13

√

X

√

X

Do not support local
infrastructure

4

10

√

X

√

√

Do not encourage food
production

3

8

X

√

√

X

Increasing support for a
'theme park'/glamorised
landscape

3

8

√

√

√

X

Note: √ = theme present within that framing of landscape stewardship; X = theme absent in that framing of
landscape stewardship.
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Environmental, production and instrumental respondents frequently commented that scheme
applications and management requirements were too complex and restrictive, particularly
higher-level stewardship and animal welfare regulations. Land managers were often reluctant
to implement innovative management techniques as a result of fear of retribution. They
believed that many of the prescribed measures were irrelevant to their farm, and in some
cases, negatively affected both biodiversity and cultural diversity. One respondent noted:
“They actually bring a tape measure out. If you see two xxx men, two people in a field with
heads down and backsides up, they’re from the [one of the national environmental agencies].
They’re not there to help us… never felt that. It’s the same with all the animal movements
and everything else. I mean, all our sheep have to be electronically ear-tagged, fine; but if
we’ve got one that’s not right we can land up being fined. It’s the same with the cattle, all the
ear-tags – you know, and there’s times when you bring them off the cliff land, they’ve lost
ear-tags and you bring them back. It’s the bureaucratic nightmare above us that causes us
the biggest headache.”
Many respondents accepted that reduced funding of AES was a reality; however, they were
concerned about the lack of funding certainty. In some instances, land managers were not
informed about changes to schemes until six months before the changes came into effect,
which was too short given that they work on two- to three-year farm planning cycles.
The undervaluing of local knowledge by government organisations was frequently mentioned,
particularly in the context of managing stocking rates on Dartmoor. One respondent noted:
“They don’t give enough weight to my knowledge of what is best for this farm. I'm the fourth
generation here. We have a very good understanding of what we can and can’t do.” In some
instances, the undervaluing of local knowledge was communicated as government ignorance.
“One of the biggest problems that we experience is people’s ignorance as to what farming is
about. Government ignorance! Not only are we looking after our animals but we are
actually dealing with Mother Nature. We don’t have any control over her. There are a lot of
rules and regulations that seem to be set arbitrarily on a date – whereas Mother Nature is
saying, well actually on that date you don’t want to be turning your animals up onto the moor
to maintain the stocking rate.”
The difficulties associated with young people entering farming are as much a scheme issue as
a structural issue. With the exception of environmental respondents, all interviewees were of
the view that AES encouraged large landholders to take on more land to increase their
disposable income even though they may have no intention of farming it. This in-turn created
the perception that schemes did not support food production. As one respondent aptly
commented:
“Because I don’t think it (basic farm payment or entry-level stewardship) encourages people
to produce food. So if someone mows the land once a year or what they still get paid. You
don't have to keep sheep on it. You don't have to grow any vegetables, so I think farming for
me should be about production of food…”
Land managers in the study area assigned cultural values to their property and to the SW
Devon region (see Raymond et al. 2016); however, all interviewees with the exception of
instrumental respondents were concerned that there was an implied expectation from
government and local pressure groups to manage those values (otherwise termed by
14
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respondents as a ‘theme park’) without any additional funding. Others raised concerns that
AES do not support the interests of smallholders aspiring to develop a local, green food
culture; nor the local infrastructure, such as abattoirs and meat processing units, required to
build that industry. Some of these concerns may have been fuelled by recent increases to the
acreage (to 10 ha) required for AES eligibility.
Among holistic respondents, there was a general perception that AES were not keeping pace
with changes to UK consumer culture, particularly the increasing demand for traceable local
food of known provenance and production method. These concerns were aggregated under the
‘do not support smallholder interests’ theme (Table 1). Interestingly, production and
instrumental respondents did not refer to any of these wider cultural values, potentially
because they did not have any linkages to community-supported agriculture initiatives.
In summary, many respondents’ concerns related to the perceived fairness of AES as applied
in SW Devon, and the capability of the schemes to provide ongoing and certain funding.
There is an obvious tension between retaining the range of environmental and production
benefits supported by existing AES versus providing for a broader range of values and
interests frequently supported by holistic land managers. In the next section, we explore
suggested improvements to AES beyond 2020.
Suggested improvements to the design of AES beyond 2020
Respondents suggested a range of improvements to the design of AES beyond 2020 (Table 2).
Production respondents often encouraged the tailoring of AES investments to finer scales of
management, in some cases to particular types of farm systems (35%) and in other cases to
catchments (20%).
Table 2. Respondent preferences for future AES delivery
Respondents
(n)

% of sample

Environmental
(n=10)

Production
(n = 6)

Holistic
(n = 13)

Instrumental
(n = 11)

14

35

√

√

√

√

Better communication of
funding rules and supported
practices

10

25

√

X

√

√

Tailor investments to
catchments or ecosystems

8

20

√

X

√

√

More education and training
courses

7

18

√

√

√

√

More support for smallholders

6

15

√

X

√

√

Lighter touch to compliance

6

15

√

√

√

X

Direct farm payment to the
manager

5

13

√

√

√

X

Higher subsidies to support a
range of cultural values (the
'playground')

5

13

√

√

√

√

Facilitation of commoner
rights

4

10

X

√

√

√

Tailor investments to farm
systems
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More support for local
infrastructure

4

10

√

X

√

X

Cease subsidies - expose land
managers to the free market

4

10

X

√

√

√

Promote agriculture as a viable
career path

3

8

X

√

√

√

3

8

√

√

X

X

Support for heritage buildings,
archaeological sites and
tourism/recreation areas

3

8

X

X

√

√

Simplify application process

2

5

√

X

X

√

Incentives to encourage young
people into farming

Note: √ = theme present within that framing of landscape stewardship; X = theme absent in that framing of
landscape stewardship.

For example, one production respondent noted:
“It’s [land management targets are] taken on an England-wide basis. They say it might be
tweaked for an area but what they might call heather moorland is not like in the Pennines, so
perhaps there isn't enough individuality and not enough localism within their targets.”
Another production respondent commented:
“It almost needs to be down to each individual farm. And I know that’s not a very easy thing
to do, but there are no two farms in the whole of this country the same, they have all got their
vagaries and their differences. I mean, you’ve only got to go two miles inland and you’ve got
a farm with a lot of trees on. That needs to be dealt with in a different way than a coastal
farm that hasn’t got a tree other than a poor thorn tree that’s really having a rough time.
And there’s not enough understanding of the differences.”
Some holistic respondents suggested that tailoring schemes in this way would provide for
both biodiversity and cultural diversity. For example:
“Personally what I like to try and create on my farm is a random habitat because within a
random habitat one year something has a good year then another year something else has a
[good year]- rather than trying to focus on making it a good ten years for one thing.”
Environmental respondents often suggested designing schemes in ways which promote
linkages between habitats, and creating programs targeted at catchments rather than individual
farms. One such respondent noted:
“I think maybe looking at linking habitats rather than a particular farm in isolation. For
example, we've got invasive weeds on the river and for me it's a concern and they weren't
there five to ten years ago and I tried my hardest to … it's Himalayan Balsam we have down
there … I tried my hardest to pull it up but all the while there is a seed source upstream. In
effect I'm wasting my time each year because it needs to be tackled upstream and then
gradually worked down the river. So perhaps linking together somehow that way, and
creating programmes that look at individual catchments rather than just farms in isolation.”
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Respondents urged better communication of AES funding rules (25%), and a lighter touch to
compliance (15%) to increase land manager confidence in managing their land for
biodiversity and cultural diversity. Many respondents chose not to experiment with more
innovative biodiversity or cultural diversity management options because they had not been
adequately informed about them or feared retribution from authorities.
To increase land manager capability to manage their land for a range of values, a few
respondents noted the potential for more education and training about innovative management
techniques (18%), greater incentives to encourage young people into farming (8%), and
greater funding support for the management of heritage buildings, archaeological sites and
tourism/recreation areas (8%), which are on commons or private land in some cases (Table 2).
Holistic respondents more frequently cited a need to consider a wider range of values in future
AES than environmental and production respondents.
Smallholders, particularly holistic respondents, suggested a range of initiatives that could be
implemented to support their interests, most of which involved the support of a ‘local, green
food culture’. This included support for training schemes which educated citizens about the
importance of locally grown and organic foods; support for traditional farming practices, such
as traditional hedge laying, the use of manual labour in different stages of crop production,
and regular crop rotations to maintain nutrients in the soil, and support for the development of
local infrastructure so that land managers could value-add to produce.
Some large holders suggested that AES should be abandoned altogether because they were
perceived to inflate food prices and create an uncompetitive agricultural industry in the UK.
This view was neither shared by environmental respondents, nor many holistic respondents.
On the contrary, many environmental and holistic respondents urged an expansion of
supported values, and for government authorities to communicate funding rules and supported
practices more effectively, such as improving the timeliness of and access to information.
In this short exploratory analysis, we revealed different preferences for the design of AES
beyond 2020, many of which are linked to different understandings of landscape stewardship.
Most respondents supported the continuation of AES, but with improvements to the scale at
which they are applied and communicated, the types of objectives supported and
simplifications to the application and administration process. There are obvious tensions
between managing for values at the catchment scale versus managing values according to sitebased characteristics. Therefore, a key challenge is how to develop a new set of schemes
which support different understandings of stewardship, are relatively simple to apply and
understand, and in the process, support multiple elements of good governance and the
principles of biodiversity and cultural diversity. In the next section, we propose a framework
for delivering on many of these outcomes. It is not designed to address all the complexities of
the design and administration of AES, but rather provide the starting point for a wider
discussion about ‘what values to consider’ and ‘how to foster co-ordination and collaboration’
across multiple tiers of stakeholders with an interest in or influence on landscape stewardship.
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Discussion
We compared and contrasted land manager concerns regarding existing AES and their
preferences for future scheme design (beyond 2020) across different understandings of
landscape stewardship. These results point towards the need for a more deliberative and
bottom-up approach to future design, including the need for new ways to: better value local
knowledge; support farm succession; communicate funding rules, and; educate and train land
managers in natural resource management. One of the challenges of such a deliberative
approach is to ensure a fair and transparent process for identifying and agreeing on
management objectives. Following Prager (2015), we suggest that a balanced approach of
collaboration (land managers meeting together and maintaining a dialogue) and co-ordination
(land managers working on the same objective but in isolation) is required to address
competing needs. We also see the potential of a continuum of approaches from co-ordination
to collaborative and top-down to bottom-up depending on whether the management issue is of
shared private or public interest (Figure 1). By shared private interest we refer to issues that
are collectively viewed as important by land managers with common understandings of
landscape stewardship. Shared public interest refers to those issues which the wider
community (including catchment-level organisations) view as important to manage, but may
not be deemed important at the individual farm level by land manager consortia.

Figure 1: A continuum from co-ordination to collaborative and top-down to bottom-up
management approaches
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Dealing with conflicting notions of landscape stewardship is one of the major challenges
associated with implementing a collaborative and co-ordinated framework of AES. How can
policy makers support collaboration if they do not know what understandings of stewardship
exist and how they relate to policy concerns and preferences?
The framing in thought approach presented here seems to be a useful means of firstly
identifying shared understandings of landscape stewardship (as per Raymond et al. 2016) and
then linking these notions to AES concerns and preferences. Based on the presence/absence
analysis, it is clear that respondents with an environmental, holistic or instrumental
understanding of landscape stewardship were more likely to note that the existing schemes do
not support smallholder interests for a local/green food culture, nor support local
infrastructure. It would therefore be prudent for policy makers to consider how AES could be
tailored to the local, green food culture interests of smallholders, and simultaneously provide
support for local infrastructure such as schools and markets to support this objective.
More broadly, we see a role for our approach in providing a starting point for negotiations
between conservation and production groups which were previously identified as having
conflicting objectives. Our findings reveal that land managers with a production view have
shared preferences with land managers with an environmental, holistic and instrumental view
of stewardship. All respondent groups reported concerns about reduced funding, overstrict
compliance, lack of support for farm succession and changing funding priorities. They also
had shared preferences for tailoring investments to farm systems, more education and training
courses and higher subsidies to support a range of cultural values. Based on these findings,
there are clearly areas of common ground which could be used as a foundation for future
discussions about AES redesign. We suggest that this collaboration should occur at a local
level (Point 1, Figure 1). Farmer-led consortia, each reflecting a shared understanding of
landscape stewardship, agree on the type of stewardship outcomes they plan to deliver. These
plans should communicate a distinguishing set of land management priorities. An
independent facilitator and intermediary body support a consensus view, which is then
translated into a local collaborative management plan.
Challenges associated with a co-ordinated and collaborative approach to AES design
We recognise that there are a range of monetary, political and regulation challenges
associated with catering for the needs of specific groups according to our proposed framework
(Figure 1). The first major challenge is the long productivist tradition in the CAP (Lowe et al.,
2010), which has led to a movement away from the preservation of ‘public goods’ to a focus
on multi-functionality. The multi-functionality discourse is there to achieve various things,
such as providing consumers and the processing industry with ‘healthy and quality food’ and
ensuring ‘the sustainable use’ of natural resources, protecting ‘biodiversity’, generating
‘employment’ and contributing to the ‘well-tended countryside’ (Erjavec and Erjavec, 2015).
Placing all control in land managers’ hands could lead to a situation where biodiversity values
could be lost in the face of competing multi-functional objectives. Hence, there is an
important role for national agencies and conservation NGOs to work in collaboration with
private land managers to ensure a range of objectives is met. For this reason, we suggest that
some issues which span property boundaries, such as habitats of public interest and diffuse
pollution, need to be supported through co-ordinated, top-down approaches (Point 2, Figure
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1), particularly when they are not perceived to be of shared private interest. Catchment
management agencies and NGOs have an important role in working with national
environmental agencies and private landholders to ensure these objectives are met. We
recognise the potential for trade-offs to occur in this process of negotiation given that
objectives identified by land manager consortia may conflict with those identified by
catchment organisations. We therefore encourage future research on trade-offs to better
understand how, where and when they can be managed.
A second major challenge concerns whether landholders would be willing to collaborate in
AES objective setting and delivery. There is evidence that land managers support such
collaboration. For example, the Dartmoor Farming Futures Initiative (UK) offers land
managers more responsibility for the design of AES. In the first stage of the pilot land
managers identified a range of ecosystem services that could be delivered from the land –from
food production to water management where applicable. The initiative then facilitated a
collaborative approach to agreeing on the outcomes sought, delivering the management
required and assisting with the monitoring of the process (Dartmoor Farming Futures, 2013).
An independent review revealed that this initiative facilitated greater understanding of what
AES are trying to achieve. Land managers reported great awareness of habitats, species and
other environment features on their common and greater responsibility for the design of AES
(Silcock et al., 2013). In another example, the Netherlands Government is encouraging land
managers to develop their own environmental plans which need to conform to local and
regional landscape-scale objectives. A range of agri-environmental cooperative groups have
been established representing land managers, citizens, municipalities and nature conservation
interests. Each group develops a collective management plan to address goals, features of the
working area, activities and measures, organisation and cooperation (including monitoring) as
well as planning and financing (de Lijster & Prager, 2012).
Key to success of these programs is trust through fair processes. Empirical work
demonstrates that such trust makes conflict resolution more likely and thus building and
maintaining trust with land managers is central to conserving biodiversity (Young et al.,
2016). However, such trust building requires effort and resources, including a commitment to
open and transparent facilitation. The importance of local level facilitators of landscape
stewardship is now being recognised by the UK Government. For example, the Rural
Development Program for England has a Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund to “bring
farmers, foresters, and other land managers together to improve the local natural environment
at a landscape scale… [via] partnership and a collective approach across holdings to deliver
shared environmental outcomes that go beyond what could be delivered by individual
holdings acting in isolation” (DEFRA, 2015). Our framework takes this a step further, by
proposing a role for intermediary bodies that can link land managers to catchment level
organisations via the facilitators with whom they work. By catchment level organisations we
refer to local municipalities, nature conservation groups, environmental organisations and
individuals with a conservation interest. These links may be direct, via joint workshops with
the wider stakeholder community, or indirect, with the facilitator representing these wider
interests to the group (Point 3, Figure 1).
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A third major challenge is how to redirect funding in ways which support smallholders and
their associated local green food and community infrastructure goals. The new shape of the
CAP for 2014-2020 also specifically supports organic farming in Pillar 1, recognising it as
‘green by definition,’ which means that organic farmers do not need to prove that they fulfil
the greening measures in order to receive the full amount of payments (Article 29) (European
Commission 2015b). However, only land managers with at least 5 ha and five entitlements
can apply (DEFRA, 2016), excluding smallholders from applying for the basic payment
scheme. Further, the local community infrastructure goals of smallholders are complicated by
the fact that objectives relating to strengthening ‘territorial and social cohesion’ in rural areas
are often set in juxtaposition to the neo-liberal goals of promoting ‘competitiveness’ (Erjavec
and Erjavec, 2015). Such challenges are not easily overcome, and move beyond process to a
consideration of the higher level aims of the CAP. Changes in these aims will ultimately
require a political solution at a EU level, or renegotiation of how CAP reforms are delivered
at the national level, which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, our approach provides
a means of identifying those smallholders with shared understandings of stewardship,
providing the basis for the development of communities of interest to challenge EU directives.
Implications for environmental policy design outside the EU
Many of the insights here may be of relevance also for environmental policies outside the EU.
Unlike their colleagues in the UK, Australian land managers are fully trade exposed and do
not receive subsidies for their produce. Also, environmental grants are often short-term and
opportunistic. Natural resource management boards and conservation NGOs have an
important role in communicating available grant programs to land managers, and for engaging
them in short-term conservation projects. The findings presented here suggest that land
managers with different understandings of stewardship may have different preferences for
private land conservation incentive schemes. Boards and NGOs cannot therefore assume that
all land managers will appeal to conservation frames of stewardship as part of policy design
or communications.
In the United States, the 2014 Farm Bill paved the way for the development of new financial
assistance programs, easement programs and partnership programs for land managers. Our
approach is of relevance to the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) which
promotes coordination between conservation agencies and non-government organisations to
deliver conservation assistance to producers and landowners (USDA, 2015). By identifying
different understandings of stewardship, the RCPP could better engage land managers in
watercare, soil health management and habitat restoration.

Conclusions
We compare and contrast rural land manager concerns regarding current AES and preferences
for future design across different understandings of landscape stewardship. Overall,
respondents most frequently cited the reduced amount of funding available for entry-level and
higher-level stewardship schemes in the UK since 2008, changing (and short-term) funding
priorities, perceived overstrict compliance and lack of support for farm succession and new
entrants into farming.
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However, there were differences across understandings of landscape stewardship with
production respondents citing that AES do not encourage food production, whereas
environmental and holistic farmers citing that AES do not support the development of a local
green food culture and associated social infrastructure. We then proposed a framework to
designing AES in collaboration and coordination with rural land managers, taking into
account their different understandings of stewardship and preferences for AES beyond 2020.
The framing in thought approach together with the collaborative framework holds promise for
identifying areas of common ground between groups previously perceived to be in conflict
one another. However, there are a range of challenges to implementation, including the multifunctional discourse in CAP reforms, the time, cost and effort required to build trust among
partners and the political challenges associated with redirecting funding to operators
providing/delivering quality landscape.
[This chapter is published as: Raymond, C.R., Reed, M., Bieling, C., Robinson, G.M., &
Plieninger, T. (2016). Integrating different understandings of landscape stewardship into the
design
of
agri-environmental
schemes.
Environmental
Conservation,
1-9.
doi:10.1017/SO3768929160001X]
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3. The potential of landscape labelling approaches for integrated
landscape management in Europe
Written by Carsten Mann and Tobias Plieninger

Abstract
Rural areas in Europe and beyond have multiple functions and provide a range of ecosystem
services for securing human well-being. However, multiple interests, fragmented regulation,
environmental threats and socio-economic dynamics pose challenges for integrated landscape
management. To address these challenges, this paper combines conceptual thinking and
empirical analysis of landscape labelling as a new governance approach. With the help of a
literature review and qualitative interviews, we (1) explore the conceptual orientation of
landscape labelling, (2) analyse existing approaches in Europe, and (3) elaborate its potential
for integrated landscape management on a regional scale. Governance analysis to identify
fostering and hindering factors is carried out for regional brands in biosphere reserves in
Germany, geographic indication in Spain, organic agriculture in France and a community
forest in England. We identify the following factors that foster the establishment of labels and
their use: integration of labels into institutional contexts, linkages to markets and consumer
demands, and inter-regional coordination characterised by regular multi-actor information
exchange and learning. In contrast, a lack of policy support, resources and entrepreneurship
are considered a hindrance to the sustainable functioning of labels. We argue that rather than
certifying single landscape products and producers, labels should certify entire landscapes and
their management as a product. As such, landscape labelling can highlight the multitude of
landscape functions and values, target a broader range of actors, and act as a boundary object
and exchange platform for rural transformation, experimentation and learning. However,
landscape labels are no panacea, but one approach within policy mixes that depend on
supportive governance structures and actors.

Introduction
Landscapes are dynamic human-nature interactions in a geographic space that are determined
by biophysical characteristics, societal perceptions and governing institutions. Actors
negotiate land-use objectives, management approaches and trade-offs in landscapes (Görg,
2007; Ros-Tonen et al., 2015). The landscape concept has become widely accepted for
embracing the natural sphere as well as human activities and heritage to guide decisions
towards more integrated and sustainable management practices (Owen and Herlin, 2009;
Plieninger et al., 2015; Stenseke, 2016). However, there is considerable ambiguity about
which governance arrangements can maintain and develop valued landscape characteristics
and how landscape management can be directed towards more sustainable outcomes (Selman,
2012; Wu, 2013). Landscape labelling is a new idea for a governance approach and holds the
promise of rewarding landscape managers for providing and maintaining a bundle of
ecosystem goods and services at the landscape level (Ghazoul, Garcia, and Kushalappa,
2009).
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Landscape labelling seeks to organise interaction processes, determine land use objectives, set
standards, influence motivations, initiate or reduce conflicts, and resolve disputes among
actors. However, until now, landscape labelling has been more of a vision than an established
governance model as it is at an early stage of innovation.
Based on experiences with landscape-related labelling approaches in Europe, this paper aims
to identify the potential and key principles of landscape labels as a governance approach to
fostering integrated landscape management. Our research questions are:
1.

What characterises landscape labelling and how does it relate to other landscaperelated labelling approaches in Europe?

2.

What governance factors foster and hinder the establishment of landscape labels?

3.

What are the implications for integrated landscape management?

This paper is structured as follows. We first approach landscape labelling by elaborating on its
conceptual foundations and rationales. The following section then outlines our analytical
framework for identifying the governance factors that enable and hinder the establishment and
use of landscape labels. We explore four cases of landscape-related labelling approaches:
biosphere reserves, geographic indication, payments for ecosystem services, and
landscape/heritage preservation. Our results are detailed and discussed, and final conclusions
for integrated landscape management are derived at the end of this chapter.

Concepts of landscape labelling
On a conceptual basis, landscape labelling combines ideas from integrated landscape
management as a guiding objective, geographic indication for place-based anchorage, and
payments for ecosystem services to foster particular land management practices (Ghazoul,
Garcia, and Kushalappa, 2009). In an effort to achieve multifunctionality, integrated
landscape management promotes joint social, economic and environmental objectives in
landscapes where productive land uses compete with environmental goals (Sayer et al., 2013).
Integrated landscape management thereby acknowledges interlinkages with different policy
domains, administrative levels, impacts and outcomes (Milder et al., 2014; Ros-Tonen et al.,
2015) and the trade-offs that emerge between human demands and the capacity of landscapes
to satisfy them (Brouwer and van der Heide, 2012). Geographic indication (GI) establishes a
spatial relation and is a label that certifies “a good as originating in a particular region, where
a particular quality of the good is attributable to its place of origin” (Barham, 2003; Raustiala
and Munzer, 2007: 338). Payments for ecosystem services (PES) incorporate particular
management practices that are intended to ensure the continued supply of a single or a bundle
of ecosystem services through the provision of incentives (Tacconi, 2012).
Building on these visions and concepts, landscape labelling comprises three key
characteristics: First, as a guiding objective, landscape labels seek to promote multifunctional
land uses that support a range of ecosystem functions and services at the landscape level. The
range of land management objectives may include organic farming, nature conservation,
tourism development, renewable energy supply and regional development.
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To allow negotiating trade-offs, landscape labels foster inter-sectoral coordination,
stakeholder participation and collaboration. Second, landscape labels are tied to a particular
region where the aim is the product differentiation of an entire landscape, rather than of a
particular product as a marketing tool (cf. Unseld et al., 2007). Landscape labels highlight the
particular social, cultural and environmental characteristics of a landscape, and emphasise
place identity and regional responsibility (Brown and Brown, 2011; Domon, 2011). Third,
landscape labels provide financial incentives to landscape managers for sustainable land
management, such as to conserve biodiversity and to improve rural livelihoods and human
well-being (Hart et al., 2014). In return, landscape labels encourage beneficiaries to invest in
sustainable and integrated management practices. Table 1 presents the conceptual origins of
landscape labels, their key characteristics and examples of recent uses. The three concepts and
approaches form the conceptual foundation for landscape labelling; even though it needs to be
kept in mind “landscape labels” as such don’t exist (yet) in Europe.
Table 1: Origins, key characteristics and examples of landscape-related labelling approaches
Origins
Integrated
landscape
management

Geographic
indication (GI)

Payments for
ecosystem services
(PES) /Ecocertification

Characteristics
- Serves as guiding objective/ vision for management
- Promotes multifunctional land-uses
- Acts at landscape scale (=> bundles of ecosystem
services)
- Fosters inter-sectoral cooperation
- Includes participation and collaboration
- Shows explicit spatial reference to place (terroir)
- Promotes regional quality product/production
- (Re-)links natural features and practice/knowledge
- Comprises economic and political motivation
- Promotes sustainable land management practices
- Provides financial incentives to land managers
- Is paid by beneficiaries as voluntary transactions

Example
Exist as a
management
approach in
various EU
countries but not
as a label
Wine, spirit
(cheese, meat)

Organic
agriculture, Forest
Stewardship
Council, REDD+

Method and analytical framework
Method
Four cases form the basis of our empirical analysis. We focus on landscape-related labelling
approaches that include (at least some) elements of landscape labelling (e.g., objectives of
integrated landscape management, place-based geographic indication, landscape
management-related payments for ecosystem services/eco-certification), as well as one case
of cultural landscape and heritage preservation. The cases are complementary and represent
different geographical regions in Europe, which we identify through a review of the scientific
literature based on the Scopus database and exploratory interviews with colleagues. Table 2
and Figure 1 display the four selected cases for analysis.
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Table 2: Selected cases, selection criteria and geographic context
Case type
Biosphere Reserves (BR)

Geographic Indication (GI)

Payments for Ecosystem
Services (PES)

Landscape / Heritage
preservation

Selection criteria
Model region for sustainable
development; multifunctional
landscapes; integrated
landscape management;
regional brand
Place-based product
certification; product has close
link to landscape management
Requires particular land
management practices;
provides incentives to
landscape managers
Protection of cultural
landscape/ heritage site as
objective; public-private
partnership

Geographic context
BR Spreewald
(North-East Germany)

Iberian ham
(South-West Spain)
Value-chain for organic
agriculture certification
(France)
Thames Chase Community Forest
(South England)

Figure 1: Landscapes addressed in the four case study areas
A) Biosphere reserve Spreewald

B) Dehesa landscape and management system

(Source: own source)
C) Organic agriculture in France

(Source: own source)
D) Thames Chase Community Forest

(Source: Snklea, Wikimedia Commons)

(Source: http://www.thameschase.org.uk/)
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For each case, problem-centred interviews are performed with two to three experts to explore
their knowledge of the socio-ecological context, activities, actors and outcomes. Interviewees
consist of internal experts such as protected area directors, land managers and agency
representatives as well as external scientists (cf. section 4 for case details). Though they are a
snapshot of actors’ perceptions, they provide insights into the potential and challenges of
different labelling approaches, which serve as an indication for future integrated management
and the role of landscape labels.
Analytical framework
We establish an analytical framework that distinguishes between a) governance structures and
policy context, b) actors, interests and interactions and c) processes for coordination,
adaptation and learning. These categories are considered key governance factors that either
facilitate or obstruct integrated landscape management (Loft, Mann, and Hansjürgens, 2015;
Ros-Tonen et al., 2015).
a) Governance structures and policy context
Landscapes are characterised by institutional diversity (e.g., Kooiman, 2003). Finding an
appropriate mix of policy approaches by employing direct regulation, economic instruments,
cooperation and co-management approaches is a major challenge for integrated landscape
management. The difficulty arises from simultaneously incentivising multiple landscape
management objectives, which requires policy integration. Synchronising related institutions
helps to increase the likelihood of achieving intended landscape management objectives and
taking multiple land use objectives into account (Theesfeld, Schleyer, and Aznar, 2010).
Institutional interplay encompasses a) the vertical dimension from local to global levels of
governance, and b) horizontal facilitation between policy objectives and sectors such as
agriculture, nature conservation and infrastructure (Young, 2002). Drawing on the challenges
to designing, combining and mutually adjusting governance strategies and institutions, the
key governance factors for landscape labelling are:
•

Capacity for multifunctional land-use objectives (policy integration)

•

Hybrid institutional arrangements and policy mixes

•

Vertical and horizontal institutional interplay

b) Actors, interests and interactions
Integrated landscape management is characterised by a multitude of actors on vertical and
horizontal levels. Land-use decisions are largely determined by the interests of the actors
involved, including their underlying ideas and ideologies (Brockhaus and Angelsen, 2012).
Ideally, integrated landscape management takes the diverse interests, values, capacities,
agency and legitimacy of different actors at different scales into account to negotiate tradeoffs (Klerkx, Aarts, and Leeuwis, 2010). This comprises the participatory development of
shared visions and collaborative approaches to co-management (Stenseke, 2016). Transparent
processes for decision-making have to be in place to clarify actors’ choices and their
implications (Nagendra and Ostrom, 2012). Proactive network management that fosters interactor exchange, cooperation and trust is needed (Carlsson and Sandström, 2008). The key
governance factors in this category are:
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•

Participation opportunities

•

Multi-stakeholder collaboration

•

Transparency in decision-making

•

Proactive network management

c) Processes for coordination, adaptation and learning
Coordinating actors and establishing partnerships for landscape labelling requires processes
for adaptation and learning (Stenseke, 2016). A challenge for integrated landscape
management is the complex, dynamic and often unknown interrelations between social
systems and ecosystems. As a way forward, adaptive approaches have been developed (Dietz,
Ostrom, and Stern, 2003; Folke et al., 2005), which are designed to better deal with system
dynamics, uncertainty and surprise. At their core, they incorporate different types of
knowledge, as well as feedback loops and learning arrangements (Lansing, 2003; WaltnerToews and Kay, 2005). Here, the key governance factors are:
•

Adaptive capacity

•

Experimentation and learning

•

Shared responsibility and societal acceptance

Our analytical framework, which is applied to the four cases, includes a total of ten
governance factors (Table 3), which are combined with the previously defined landscape
labelling characteristics.
Table 3: Analytical framework
Landscape label characteristics
• Multifunctional land-uses and
objectives (ecosystem services
bundles)
• Product differentiation as market
tool
• Provision of financial incentives
(voluntary transactions)
• Inter-sectoral cooperation
• Participation and collaboration

• Economic and political motivation
• Definition of landscape as quality
product
• Creation of links nature and social
practice

Dimension

Governance factors

Governance
structures and
policy context

• Capacity for policy integration
• Hybrid arrangements and policy
mixes
• Vertical and horizontal
institutional interplay

Actors, interests
and interactions

Processes for
coordination,
adaptation and
learning

Participation possibilities
Multi-stakeholder collaboration
Transparency in decision-making
Shared responsibility and societal
acceptance
• Adaptive capacity
• Experimentation and learning
• Proactive network management
•
•
•
•
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Results
Biosphere reserves: Regional brands
General description
Biosphere reserves (BR) serve as model regions for sustainable development and they
promote the social and economic development of rural areas conjointly with the preservation
of natural qualities as sites for learning (Stenseke, 2016). Of the 15 BRs in Germany, the
Spreewald BR, located to the southeast of Berlin, was founded in 1990 by one of the last
administrative acts of the former German Democratic Republic. It covers 475 km² of a
particular cultural landscape that is characterised by numerous water channels, streams and
marsh areas - a well-known tourism area in Germany. Regional products (e.g., linseed oil,
cucumbers, honey and mustard) are labelled by the regional brand ´Spreewald´ and
coordinated by a Spreewald Association. Multifunctional land uses, integrated management
and a branding initiative as a sustainable development strategy are core features of the BR.
The latter is an example of a holistic landscape-related labelling approach.
Governance structures and policy context
Establishing, coordinating and financing regional brands requires the integration of branding
initiatives into existing institutional structures according to the interviewees from Europarc (a
European umbrella organisation for protected areas) (1), the BR Spreewald (2) and academia
(3). In addition, regional brands require financing, which ideally should come from public
administration for the initialisation phase. Branding initiatives have been successful in
acquiring funding when they were an integral part of national or EU policy strategies for
protected area designation such as Natura 2000 or rural development programmes such as
LEADER or INTERREG (1). The integration of branding initiatives into regional market
structures is also important (1, 2), which implies the existence of consumer demands for
quality regional products and production processes that need to be identified (2, 3).
Actors, interests and interactions
Respondents highlight the importance of committed actors, reliable organisations and
permanent and coordinated exchange (1, 2). Common interests in sustainable landscape
development and management need to be identified at the beginning of the process (1). The
added value of a regional brand has to be elaborated in order to establish networks,
collaboration and exchange (3). In the long run, respondents feel that BR administrations can
hardly manage branding processes on their own and need to involve private actors and
organisations - ideally those that have a regional reputation (1). Ideally, top-down initiated
processes should gradually develop towards bottom-up approaches so that coordination can be
outsourced to a dedicated organisation (1, 2). In the initial phase, the homogeneity of actors’
interests and a common desire for a regional brand need to be balanced with openness to a
broad range of participants (1, 2).
Processes for coordination, adaptation and learning
For process coordination, umbrella organisations should ideally bundle information on interlocal exchange and learning (1). For example, Europarc has established a partnering program
for protected areas and branding initiatives in Europe where concerned actors regularly meet
to exchange on their experiences. Coordination is considered important to establish a common
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definition of good quality (regarding the environment, regionality, and the sustainability of
products and production processes) and the credible certification of regional products (1, 2).
Fostering and hindering conditions
Respondents state that successful branding initiatives have to generate momentum and a
critical mass of partners for cooperation. In the starting phase, a lack of time and upfront
investment are two hindering factors which need to be overcome. Additionally, a lack of
resources (1, 2) and difficulties with policy integration, competition and prevailing power
struggles between opponents may further hinder rural transformation and the development of
regional brands (2, 3). Hence, conflict resolution, communication and information sharing
skills are required for success, while the history of the BR needs to be taken carefully into
account (1, 2, 3). The quality of the brand has to be controlled and its use restricted to the
region (2). Overall, regional brands and partnering initiatives help to realise and finance
sustainable regional development, which facilitates the co-production of cultural heritage
values, regional economic development and nature conservation (1, 2, 3).
Geographic indication: Iberian ham certification and dehesa management
General description
The idea behind geographic indication (GI) is to promote specific geographic locations (based
on their biophysical landscape conditions and socio-cultural land management practices) that
yield certain product qualities that cannot be replicated elsewhere (Menapace et al., 2011).
Therefore, GIs are territorial market mechanisms for the creation of value chains (Bowen,
2010; Helmsing and Vellema, 2011). In Spain, three GIs are dedicated to Iberian ham (jamón
ibérico) - an iconic product of the dehesa landscape, which is found in Spain and Portugal and
consists of grasslands with scattered oak trees where livestock is raised. Jamón ibérico ham
comes from an indigenous Iberian pig that is partly fed on acorns from the oak woodlands.
The market for jamón ibérico and similar meat products is well developed in Spain and there
is a range of certification systems for livestock breeds and production systems (Vargas,
Huntsinger, and Starrs, 2013), which makes Jamón ibérico an example of a place-based,
single-product certification scheme.
Governance structures and policy context
One manager of a dehesa who was interviewed explained that while the current regional,
national and international governance structures and policy contexts recognise the ham they
produce, they do not recognise the particular landscape types needed for production. The
interviewee felt a misfit between landscape systems, on the one hand, and subsidy structures,
on the other. Dehesas as agro-forestry systems are not adequately covered by agricultural
policies or forestry programmes, so the manager’s feelings. Rules of the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) determine whether land (arable, permanent crops or grasslands) is
eligible for direct payments, which has important implications for dehesa management. The
CAP system potentially allows Member States to implement a well-adapted approach to
pastures with trees and landscape features if they choose to and if they make extra
administrative effort. However considering the complex rules system when it comes to tree
density, authorities may prefer the simpler option of excluding any land that could raise the
suspicions of EU auditors, while farmers may find it easier to remove trees to avoid losing
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payments. Although Iberian ham is legally protected by GIs, GI standards only refer to the
region of origin and not to the landscape management practices that are performed in the
region that go beyond feeding the pigs a certain amount of acorns. In addition, respondents
stress that there are several product certification schemes for ham quality, which have been set
up by different regional pig breeding associations, and this confuses consumers.
Actors, interests and interactions
The respondents highlighted that dehesas are usually managed individually within private
farms due to the pattern of large landownership that prevails in the region. The capacity of
ham production on the small-scale farm level is limited, and the market situation as well as
the number of ham producers is confined. Iberian ham is a niche product; actors in the niche
know each other and are loosely connected. Formalised connections to the state or national
administration are absent or, if they do exist, are based on individual relationships and
interests. Interviewees feel that landowners’ main motivation for managing dehesas is to
preserve the traditional landscape as cultural heritage and to protect biodiversity. This highly
ideological motivation and place-attachment is a typical characteristic of dehesa managers.
Processes for coordination, adaptation and learning
Coordination among actors is characterised by small production chains between pig
producers, butchers, processors and accredited certification bodies. The limited number of
actors involved allows sound communication and coordination at the local level. Inter-local
exchange between producers is managed by regional certifiers, e.g. Jamón Los Pedroches,
which also organises training courses and information meetings. However, currently, none of
the associations for Iberian ham promote dehesa management or streamline coordination at
the national level.
Fostering and hindering conditions
The main factors that obstruct integrated landscape management of the dehesas are the fact
that institutions do not recognise the dehesa landscapes and the existence of standards and
subsidies that focus solely on product quality and quantity. There is no policy backup, and
dehesa managers have to rely on market structures. Expanding the quality criteria for
geographic indication or ecological farming to include landscape management criteria that
apply to dehesa-type landscapes is considered to be an important way forward. Such a
certificate would reduce the large number of ham certificates currently in use, which confuses
consumers.
Payments for ecosystem services: Certification of organic agriculture
General description
Eco-certification is a type of PES in Europe which provides consumers with information
about sustainable land-use practices that distinguish a product from conventionally production
systems (Hart et al. 2014). Organic agriculture (OA) certification is one of the longest
established eco-certification schemes in place (Taylor 2005). It regulates environmental
externalities through the application of a system of market proxies, operates through voluntary
exchange, and interprets environmental regulation as a business decision (Wynne-Jones,
2013).
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In France, demand for organic food is high and the market has been continually growing for
years with sales reaching almost €5 billion in 2014 (Willer and Lernoud, 2016). An increasing
number of farmers are converting to organic production with annual growth rates of 10%,
particularly for cereal production, which is the most important crop in Europe. Organic
cereals are not only important for feed and food, but also for their contribution to good soil
structure and soil fertility in farming systems (Wolfe et al., 2008). Therefore, organic
certification is an example of a land management oriented label.
Governance structures and policy context
Interviewees from a large mill for organic cereals (1), an OA association (2), and academia
(3) explained that organic agriculture in France is built on a well-established market structure,
long existing production chains and actor networks and cooperatives (1, 2). Increasing market
demands for organic products are fruitful structural conditions for framers to convert to OA
(1), and farmers have successfully demonstrated that organic agriculture is able to deliver
multiple benefits (2, 3). Consumers’ choice is seen a key driver for the development of OA (1,
2). Organic production fits into policy framework and market structures (1, 3). In addition,
OA is demanded by other related policy domains seeking policy integration, for example,
water or protected area management (1, 2).
Actors, interests and interactions
Moulin Marion, one of the first ecological certified grain mills in France, functions as an
intermediary for farmers. It builds on existing networks of suppliers and business relations to
consumers including large supermarket chains. Millers and framers cooperate as independent
partners which is important for grain producers in France (1). Guidance on OA conversion
processes is offered both by (inter)national certifiers and specialised organisations (2). The
latter, which are organised as private associations, professionally provide farmers with
information and manage the exchange with the agricultural and water administrations (2, 3).
Nearly all organic farmers in France, particularly cereal producers, are organised in loose
networks such as the National Federation of Organic Agriculture) (FNAB) or rural
organisations (e.g. Confédération Paysanne). In addition, associations campaign for OA
through agricultural schools, exhibitions, or information campaigns (2).
Processes of coordination, adaptation and learning
Technical procedures are set up by associations to manage OA conversion on multiple levels
and to guide farmers through certification process (2). Local and regional differences pose
challenges that have to be taken into account, which requires the flexible adaptation of
certification procedures (1, 2). To adapt practices to local conditions, associations run offices
at the local (departmental) level to provide operational advice (technical, financial) and at the
national level to share information on guidelines and procedures with the network. In this
way, they coordinate local action in a sound and supportive manner (2). One problem is that
OA certification has to follow standardised procedures, which are defined by the certification
bodies (1). As certifiers are often active internationally, they apply the same procedures in
France as in the global south, which is considered problematic as global standards do not fit
local contexts (2).
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Fostering and hindering conditions
The success of OA transformation in France is closely related to strong policy support and is
rooted in established market structures and consumer demand that has been increasing for the
past decade. OA today is largely integrated in the institutional context. Because organic
agricultural certification requires agreement among actors at various system levels and
sectors, professional network management ensures efficient horizontal and vertical exchange
and adaptation (2). It is considered a requirement for large-scale conversion that all actors are
equally informed, and build on a common information basis for certificates, procedures and
methods for collective action (2). This is a long term process, requiring resources and
professional change management in the form of farm assistance and information exchange
(2), which needs to be developed over time and pushed by committed public and private
actors (1).
Landscape and heritage preservation: Community forests
General description
Cultural parks, heritage parks and heritage areas represent a new type of label that seek to
preserve landscapes and their heritage values, linking them to tourist and recreational
activities (González, 2011). Their designation has often been initiated by public agencies (as
elaborated e.g. by Sabaté, (2004) in Spain), and is commonly complemented by local
participation, the establishment of management partnerships and the development of regionallevel landscape visions (González, 2011). A typical example of the restoration of a former
industrial site is the Thames Chase Community Forest in southern England, which covers 40
sq mi of countryside on the periphery of London. It is one of 12 community forests in
England that were set up in the 1990s in response to decades of landscape degradation, and
they represent an example of a label that is specifically dedicated to cultural landscapes and
heritage preservation.
Governance structures and policy context
Interviewees from the Thames Chase community forest management (1) and the Forestry
Commission (2) stated that community forests had previously been high on the national
policy agenda, and that the Forestry Commission had been pushing the concept for
implementation (1, 2). Until 2010, community forests had strong public policy support, also
financially. Policy initiatives were backed by broad societal interests in forest preservation
and landscape restoration. After 2010, the Forestry Commission faced budgetary cuts and
financial support for community forests was stopped (1, 2). As a consequence, many
community forests in the UK disappeared, while others intensified local partnership and
marketing activities (1, 2). Thames Chase forest became a community-led charity trust
funding model, which then secured funding (1, 2). In addition, the community forest concept
was integrated into regulatory frameworks at the regional and national level. Among them is
the National Planning Policy Framework that demands spatial planning initiatives to consult
community forest models as an integral part of planning activities (1, 2). Furthermore,
national forestry legislation refers to community forests as a tool to deliver multiple forest
services in peri-urban areas (2). For successful policy integration and sound interplay,
knowledge of other policy sectors such as planning and integrative skills is a requirement (2).
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Actors, interests and interactions
While the designation of the Thames Chase community forest was a top-down process guided
and financed by the Forestry Commission, local network initiatives were subsequently
established to develop trust and collaboration between public and private actors for landscape
restoration (1). Collaboration with local stakeholders is organised by projects like tree
planting or wildlife restoration initiatives. The high place attachment of the local population
and the need to restore and preserve it is considered to be a crucial requirement for the
successful establishment of the Thames Chase community forest (2). Besides the fact that
most local people are positive about the restoration efforts for ´their´ degraded land, much
effort has been invested by the Thames Chase administration into communicating and sharing
information to build sustainable partnerships and collaboration with local actors and visitors
(1).
Processes for coordination, adaptation and learning
In order to coordinate landscape projects and activities, the Thames Chase management board
meets regularly with local authorities to reflect on development pathways and priorities
regarding forestry, landscape regeneration, access, and marketing. Once collaboration projects
have been set up, they are guided by a small team of permanent staff, paid by the trust (1).
Additional staff were hired to conduct marketing, information provision and communication.
A visitor centre has been established as the ‘shop window’ of the community forest where
volunteers can meet and information is distributed (1). Through these activities and
investments, the management of Thames Chase seeks to provide society with a holistic view
of the area and the projects in an easily understandable way.
Fostering and hindering conditions
Public policy support, funding and local collaboration are identified as the main fostering
factors. Professional information sharing, marketing and coordination of landscape
management are further considered to be crucially important. Therefore, resources are needed.
Besides public financing and the community trust, which are two successful funding models,
Thames Chase is also supported by the Landscape partnership programme of the National
Lottery, which provides five years of financing to build partnerships. Long-term financing
remains a key concern and a basic requirement for sustainable partnerships and the
management of the community forest (1, 2).
In the Appendix, we provide a table which summarises the findings on fostering and
hindering governance factors for the four surveyed landscape-related labelling approaches.

Discussion
Landscape labelling is a new idea for landscape governance that has been implemented in
some African countries (e.g., Hart et al., 2014) and as landscape-related labelling approaches
in Europe (e.g., Ó Cinnéide, 1999). Our cases from Europe, such as biosphere reserves,
geographic indications, payments for ecosystem services, and community forests only contain
some elements of landscape labelling. Nevertheless, our four case studies allowed us to
identify the governance factors that either foster or hinder the establishment, development and
use of landscape labelling approaches.
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Although the cases differ in scope from the local (dehesa management for Iberian ham
production; the Thames Chase community forest), to the regional (biosphere reserves) and
national levels (certification of organic agriculture), many structural-institutional, actorrelated and process-oriented conditions had similar effects.
All the surveyed landscape-related labelling approaches were strongly dependent on
favourable governance structures and policy contexts. Our analysis showed that being part of
an existing policy agenda is a necessary first requirement for the success of landscape
labelling. Not only does this foster the integration of labels into formal structures and
administrative processes for sound institutional interplay (Young, 2002) and collective action
(Rival and Muradian, 2013), it also provides stable funding that is needed to cope with the
high establishment costs and upfront investments for a label. The Thames Chase forest is an
illustrative example. Its establishment was a national policy objective for a long time, which
guaranteed stable public funding for management across scales. This governance model
shows that government-induced processes can be an efficient way of achieving policy targets
such as the restoration of degraded landscapes for heritage conservation. In contrast, the
likelihood of securing financial or policy support at the regional or national level declines
when landscape labelling is not part of governing institutions. This was demonstrated by the
case of dehesa management. Here, the interviewee felt that dehesas as agro-forestry systems
are not adequately covered by agricultural policies or forestry programmes. For example, in
the Spanish implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy, many dehesas with a denser
tree cover are not fully eligible for direct payments of the Common Agricultural Policy. As a
result, dehesa products remain niche commodities (though successful ones) that face
administrative burdens and a lack of public funding opportunities.
Our cases illustrate that the presence of a link with an existing market structure is another
crucial governance factor. Regional brands, Iberian ham and organic grain production, as well
as restored cultural landscape, all depend on regional markets and consumer demands that
value such products. Consumer demands and markets for labelling products are key factors
that foster the establishment of labelling initiatives. However, our analysis also showed that
supportive governance structures and policy contexts enable regional actors to improve
market recognition by establishing territorial value chains, gain access to niche markets, and
attain benefits for typical regional products and production practices (Ros-Tonen et al., 2015).
A further important supporting factor for landscape-related labels is active leadership and
entrepreneurs (see Klerkx, Hall, and Leeuwis, 2009). Landscape labels often start as public
initiatives and they need a critical mass of private key leaders that carry the labelling
processes forward (Olsson et al., 2007). As such, top-down induced processes are transferred
into cooperative initiatives, which depend on powerful local or regional stakeholders. The
underlying rationale is that dominant actors will remain influential and will not relinquish
their power, which safeguards the long-term continuation of a labelling initiative (Van der
Ploeg, 2009). Key stakeholders, such as farmers’ associations or intermediaries, ideally have
local recognition, which serves as promoters. Also, individual consumers, regional consumer
groups and committed administrations can form important bridging organisations (Olsson et
al., 2007) that bring labelling ideas into being. Our respondents stressed that the formation of
own label associations is a good way to professionally coordinate these processes.
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The identification of shared interests among regional actors turned out to be another key
factor for building labelling networks. For example, regional branding initiatives have built
common interest by establishing a regional value chain. Strengthening regional identity to the
landscape was a way to emphasize shared interests in the Thames Chase community forest.
Labelling initiatives work as boundary objects (Star, 2010) for social organisation, linking
actors from different scales, sectors and points of value chains and offering exchange
platforms for visioning and negotiations (Jordan and Russel, 2014; Ros-Tonen et al., 2015;
Stirling, 2007). In the long run, they may develop trust among actors such as land owners,
producers, intermediaries as well as consumers and scientists. However, identifying common
interests and objectives is a challenging task, particularly as diversity increases with scale
(Görg, 2007). Therefore, respondents also stressed the role of conflict-resolution mechanisms
for ensuring product and process quality, for example through monitoring and sanctioning
mechanisms.
Finally, coordination of information on good/bad practices, procedures and principles by an
inter-regional organisation is another frequently mention supportive factor (Rosenthal et al.,
2015). Professional intermediaries such as the French Fédération Nationale d'Agriculture
Biologique (FNAB) or Europark are good examples. National partnering programmes and
regular meetings for further exchange and learning were also mentioned as supportive as they
can help overcome information asymmetries, promote incentives and highlight desirable
cultural landscape attributes. In contrast, a lack of coordination is considered a hindrance as it
increases transaction costs, as demonstrated in the case of Iberian ham production. Generally,
the higher the level of professionalisation regarding networking, communication and
marketisation, the more successful were the initiatives. However, this is closely related to the
available resources and commitment of the concerned actors and can be linked back to the
assigned political priority.

Conclusion
Landscape labels are powerful identifiers that promote multifunctional land use and foster
social, cultural and environmental landscape values. Landscape labelling highlights the
uniqueness of a landscape and the need for its conservation by financing particular
management practices. Rather than introducing just another label, it builds on existing
integrated management objectives and related place-based and management-oriented labelling
approaches to make better use of synergies. By re-configuring conceptual elements and
governance strategies for integrated landscape management, geographic indication, and
payment for ecosystem services, together with a focus on cultural landscape and heritage
preservation, landscape labels may improve sustainable landscape management (Milder et al.,
2013). Instead of suggesting a blueprint for the establishment of landscape labels, our analysis
emphasises four key insights into the specific role of landscape labelling in integrated
landscape management.
Landscape labels are boundary objects for integrated landscape management
Landscape labels can offer fora for a range of actors to debate a plethora of regional values
and identities, landscape management and financing strategies. They can function as boundary
objects (Star 2010), referring to the landscape as a common area of interest which carries
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different meanings from different perspectives or disciplines. Acting at the scope of an entire
landscape, they allow the inclusion of actors that have been previously left out of land
management processes, for example, businesses along entire value chains, various sectoral
administrations, and land managers concerned with different natural resource systems.
Through expanding the focus from the certification of single products, services and
production processes to an entire landscape, landscape labelling offers opportunities for
establishing participatory processes and developing joint regional visions.
Landscape labelling creates real world laboratories of change
Landscape labelling fosters a dynamic debate on multiple landscape functions, services and
visions and it, thus, serves as a real world laboratory of change. Furthermore, it allows actors
with different motivations and from multiple sectors and levels to probe each other’s worlds,
and to constructively exchange options for landscape development and innovation (Leminen,
Westerlund, and Nyström, 2012). In this way they can help address the complex interrelations
between social and ecological systems, which is a fundamental challenge for integrated
landscape management.
Landscape labelling needs to be integrated into existing policy instruments and
strategies
Landscape labels are only one approach within a set of policy instruments and strategies that
should ideally balance each other’s strength and weaknesses. Labels have the potential to
raise the profile of landscapes and management practices and to integrate landscape values in
economic and political decision-making. However, one needs to be aware that, if labels are
established, they operate in combination with existing regimes, institutions and actors, which
need to be recognised and included wherever possible (Esty et al., 2005). Integrating labelling
approaches into existing procedures and standards, such as geographic indication or organic
agriculture, is one way of countering criticism that it is just another label that is being
launched. The approach could broaden existing initiatives by mainstreaming integrated
landscape management, thus promoting international recognition of place-based certificates
while building on incentive-based financing mechanisms.
Landscape labelling depends on supportive governance structures and policy conditions
In order to function as a hub to link stakeholders, activities and policies at the landscape level,
landscape labels depend on structures, actors and skills, and the political will to prioritise
integrated landscape management. While the use of existing approaches for action seems
promising, it is important to reshape the institutional frameworks for sustainable landscape
transformation. The high societal awareness of organic products, place-based authenticity and
uniqueness may provide a window of opportunity for policy change (Kingdon, 1984). Such
discourses should be used by decision-makers to frame new narratives that highlight the need
for integrated landscape management as rural landscapes in Europe risk losing their role of
providing multiple functions and services, and their source of regional identity.
[This chapter is published as: Mann, C. & Plieninger, P. (2017). The potential of landscape
labelling approaches for integrated landscape management in Europe. Landscape Research,
Special Issue (2017).]
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Appendix: Summary of influencing governance factors with reference to study examples
Example
Governance
factors

Biosphere Reserve
fostering
•

•

Governance
structures and
policy context

•

•

•

•

•

Actors,
Interests and
Interactions

•

•

•

Geographic Indication

hindering

Embedded in PA
networks and
initiatives for
financing;
Embedded in
rural
development
strategies;
Integration in
regional market
structures,
Accomplishing
market
portfolios;
Political priority
for regional
marketisation

•

Active and
committed
administration;
Motivated
individuals with
ownership;
Tie branding
initiatives to
stable regional
organisations
(acceptance);
Elaboration,
communication
of additional
value/surplus of
brands as basis
for networks/
collaboration;
homogenous
network to start;

•

•
•

•

fostering

Lack of political
support/priority
Lack of resources
(financial, time)
Federal
structures create
misfit
Persistent
informal rules

hindering
•
•

•
not mentioned;
not existing

•

•

•

•
•

Lack of skilled
personnel;
Lobbying
activities of
proponents
(power
struggles);
Fear of conflicts;
Interest
heterogeneity

•

•

•
•

Managed by
autonomous
farms;
Strong
ideological
motivation;
Clearly arranged
field of action;
Consumer
demands on
regional level

Organic Agriculture certification

•

•

•

Lack of policy
support;
Niche product
not embedded in
institutional
structures;
Concurrence
situation to
agriculture and
forestry
subsidies;
Lack of
recognised
landscape type;
Diversity of
certificates
confuse
consumers
Lack of regional/
national
associations;
Lack of formal
connections to
administration;
Lack of resources

fostering
•
•
•
•

•

Community Forest

hindering

High policy
support;
Established
market structure;
Proof of
principle;
Need for policy
integration seen
by other sectors
(water; PA);
Worldwide
recognition of OA
label

fostering
•

•

not mentioned;
not existing

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Building on
existing network;
Building on
existing market
relations;
Independent
from farm
associations;
National
Syndicates for
information
exchange and
guidance;
High consumer
demands;
Communication/
framing of OA as
necessary long
term investment
Valuation of OA

•

•

Lobbying power
of conventional
farmers;
Changing
mindset of
farmers (informal
rules)

•

•

•
•

•

Integral part of
National Forest
Initiative;
Integral part of
National
Planning Policy
Framework;
Integral part of
national Forestry
legislation;
High political
priority;
Government
funding;
Alternative
financing sources
by trust or
lottery
Designation as
top-down
process by
administration;
Project based
collaboration
with local actors
guided by staff;
Local volunteers;
High ideological
attachment of
locals to area +
need for
restoration of
degraded lands
as common
basis;
Integrative skills
and policy
knowledge

hindering
•
•

•

Loss of policy
support;
Loss of
government
funding;

Local fear of Park
establishment
(use restrictions)
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•

•

Processes for
coordinating
landscape
management

•
•

•

•

Consumer
demands for
regionality
National
partnering
programme for
similar initiatives;
National
coordination;
Regular
exchange,
learning;
Derivation of
good quality
criteria;
Framing starting
phase (1-3 yrs.)
as test/
experiment

as part of
regionality
•
•

Lack of
information;
Too high
expectations

•

•
•

Informal network
management by
certifier
Establishment of
own association
Certified as GI
(but refers only
to region not
quality and
management)

•

•

No regional/
national
coordination
Irregular training
and information;

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Needed for
future
improvement

•
•
•
•

Definition of Dehesa system as agriculture
system (national level);
Recognition of Dehesa system as cultural
landscape (EU level);
Elimination of subsidy concurrence
situation with agriculture and forestry;
Meta certificate as enlarged quality
criteria for ecological farming;
Diversification of Dehesa products

•

•
•
•
•

Regular
• Standardised
information
procedures may
exchange on
prevent local
local level;
adaptation;
Inter-regional
and national
Syndicates for
information
exchange
(information,
guidelines,
procedures,
good/bad
practices)
Technical
guidance;
Certification
follows
standardised
international
procedures
(recognised);
Active network
management on
different levels
needed;
Size of network is
decisive
Better guidance of farmers for
transformation beyond technical
procedures;
Better agreement of actors at various
levels and sectors for OA;
Common information basis for sound
decision making and collective action;
Continuous network management that
ensures dialogue and exchange;
Need for a long-term system change
management

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Permanent staff
coordinates;
long-term
investment to
build partnership
and
collaboration;
Regular
exchange among
public and
private actors;
Regular revision
/adaptation to
new
developments;
Professional
marketing (skills,
resources);
Professional
communication
and information
(website,
newsletter,
visitor center)

not mentioned

Long term financing and partnership
initiatives;
Establishment of a forest-forum as
permanent exchange platform for a range
of actors
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4. Integrated landscape management as an operational bridge for
implementing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in
Europe
Written by Carsten Mann, Tobias Plieninger, Christopher M. Raymond, Maria Garcia Martin,
and Brian J. Shaw

Abstract
In this paper we discuss how integrated landscape management (ILM) can contribute to the
implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Europe. Deciding for
pathways for sustainable development is a deeply political process that demands for tradeoffs
between economic, social and ecological considerations for natural resource uses, which
varies across contexts. Challenges for sustainable development become evident in the
emergence of land-use conflicts over diverging interests for landscape functions, services and
benefits. Facing the multiple, and in parts antagonistic land-use objectives and policies, we
elaborate the potentials of ILM to support multifunctionality and integration across sectors
and scales. Taking three recent land-use conflicts as examples (agriculture production versus
nature conservation, energy crop production versus cultural landscape preservation and urban
sprawl) we outline opportunities and challenges of SDGs implementation in Europe. Based on
cases from distinct European contexts/fields, we identify and discuss key elements of ILM for
land-use conflict resolution and addressing SDGs, and lessons learned for future applications
of ILM in the realm of sustainable development. Key elements analysed are related to
common concerns, multi-actor/multi-sector collaboration, capacity building, adaptive
management and learning. Finally we suggest actions to be taken for policy and practice for
handling ambiguous interests and goals, and highlight the future role of landscape research to
support SDG implementation on landscape level in Europe.

[Please note: This paper is currently under review. A version of it will be made available after
final acceptance.]
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5. Landscape resilience to climate change
Written by Jurgen Tack, Marie-Alice Budniok and Julianna Nagy, European Landowners’
Organization (ELO)

Introduction
At present climate change is only to a limited degree immediately apparent for people in their
lived landscapes. Climate change became a policy issue primarily because of scientific
concerns. While the loss of biodiversity has many advocates within local communities, the
climate change debate is carried out in a much more top-down way with experts being less
available in rural communities. While measures taken at the local level do have an impact
they rarely have directly observable effects on mitigating harmful consequences of climate
change. Also global agreements will take time before showing results.

Climate change – facts
•

Climate change is largely caused by human activities (IPCC, 2015), primarily through
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from fossil fuel burning, but also from other
activities such as transport, agriculture and land use changes.

•

Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gasses have increased, causing the Earth to
warm. For instance, carbon dioxide concentrations have increased by about 40% since
pre-industrial times, with most of the increase since the 1970s.

•

The past decade was globally the warmest since global temperature records became
available, and annual average land temperatures over Europe are projected to continue
increasing by more than the global average temperature. The largest temperature
increases are projected over eastern and northern Europe in winter and over southern
Europe in summer.

•

As temperature increases, it is very likely that the number and intensity of temperature
extremes and heat waves will increase globally. Rises in sea levels are projected to
accelerate significantly and storm and tidal surges will become more severe because of
the higher base sea level. In individual events, this may be exacerbated by associated
river flooding.

•

Changes in precipitation may vary significantly between regions; it is likely to
decrease further in such regions as the Mediterranean and North Africa. In contrast,
more intense and frequent extreme precipitation events are very likely in most midlatitude regions, in, for example, Europe and North America, and wet tropical regions.
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Impacts on landscapes
•

Rainfall patterns will change across Europe. Annual precipitation is generally
projected to increase in northern Europe and to decrease in southern Europe, leading
to either increased growth rates and yields of plants and crops or a greater risk of
drought, fire and desertification.

•

The global groundwater recharge is expected to decrease, increasing the exposure of
already vulnerable landscapes in Europe.

•

Changes in river flows and run-off patterns are also of concern, both for maintaining
base flows in dry periods and for increased flood risk in wet spells.

•

Threats like salt-water intrusion and eutrophication should also be considered. The
first is exacerbated by rising sea levels and the second is more frequent in periods of
low rainfall. Some of the gases that cause climate change are also acidifying and
eutrophying pollutants.

•

Combined with global trade, climate change is likely to increase the threat from pests
and diseases, which have important implications for plant protection and animal
health.

•

Although an increase in CO2 on its own would enhance plant growth as it can increase
plant photosynthesis, there is a general scientific expectation of a decline in yields and
quality through an inhibition of nitrogen uptake due to changing climates. (droughts,
and increasing incidence of extreme events).

•

Changes in climate will cause the migration of some new species within Europe,
which are likely to extend their range northward, but would also lead to losses for any
at the edge of their range, changing landscapes dramatically.

•

Changing landscapes as a changing climate will impact environmental, social,
economic and cultural factors shaping those landscapes

Mitigation and adaptation at the landscape level
•

Farm management options can reduce GHG emissions within agricultural landscapes,
mainly in the areas of fertiliser use (nitrates and ammonia) and the livestock sector
(methane). Several management options are available without the need to decrease the
agricultural productivity.

•

Agriculture and forestry fix carbon in large quantities and are the main economic
sectors that store it in vegetation and soils through photosynthesis. The mitigation
potential in agriculture and forestry depends on many factors such as soil type,
climatic conditions and land use. Nevertheless, a wide range of farming and forestry
practices and land use changes help enhance carbon sequestration.

•

There are further possibilities to maintain and sequester carbon through the supply of
biomass for the production of bioenergy (renewable energy) and renewable materials
(biomaterials, plant-based chemistry), thus replacing fossil fuels.
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•

In addition, there are other renewable energy services that land managers are able to
contribute, by investing in hydro, wind and solar sources, which also contribute
towards reducing dependence on fossil energy sources.

•

As water availability becomes more challenging, sustainable management of water
resources becomes more pressing.

•

The management of ecosystems for resilience can thus minimise climate change
impacts, for instance, by absorbing excess flood water or buffering against coastal
erosion or extreme weather events.

•

Landscape managers have a key role to play in maintaining resilient ecosystems and
landscapes.

•

Climate change will have an adverse effect on a range of business ventures active
within the landscape. They have to take adaptation steps. These can be weather,
energy, infrastructure, flood and tourism related.
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Policy recommendations
The European Landowners’ Organization is studying the link between climate change and the
rural economy in order to implement mitigation and adaptation strategies for land
management in the face of climate change. Within the scope of the Hercules project the
results of this study were analysed in function of the landscape approach resulting in the
following recommendations:

•

Consider a global approach
Maintaining existing landscapes will require complementary adaptations in a whole
set of sectors: agriculture, forestry, transport, built environment, recreational activities
and energy systems among other and should encourage greater integration and
cooperation. Some climate change mitigation measures may have trade-offs, which
need to be managed by appropriately designing mitigation measures, and by assessing
their local suitability.

•

Consider a local approach
Because of the different trade-offs and large regional differences in mitigation and
adaptation potential of different options, it is necessary to tailor policy measures to site
and farming-specific conditions.
Working on the landscape level implies the need for an integrated landscape
management system. Landowners and land managers must be encouraged to seek
complementary solutions to common problems, including the ones arising from
climate change.

•

Promote the provision of environmental goods and services
Landscapes are in the best position to mitigate against climate change, not only
through contributing to sequestration of carbon in soils and biomass but also by
providing habitats, biodiversity and other environmental benefits that society wants,
either because they are the only ones who can do this or because they can do it at
lowest cost.

•

Promote a sustainable bio economy
Intensifying the sustainable production of renewable resources from land, fisheries and
aquaculture environments and their conversion into food, feed, fibre bio-based
products and bio-energy as well as related public goods is contributing to the bioeconomy. Promoting a bio-economy means relying more heavily on renewable
biological resources, thus contributing to more resilient landscapes is vital if we are to
deal with future uncertainties, such as climate change.

•

Promote innovation
The mitigation potential linked to landscape processes is likely to be limited so further
research on ways to achieve optimal land use is needed.
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•

Capacity building
Training, education and extension services have the potential to increase the resilience
of landscapes, particularly as GHG emissions are invisible and climate change is
global and often perceived as far-away and, for many, difficult to comprehend.

•

Promote the involvement of consumers and citizens
Education, behavioural change, waste reduction and consumer choice are instruments
by which the larger public can significantly contribute to the resilience of landscapes.

[This work and format is linked to a policy brief produced by ELO: Tack, J., Budniok, M.-A.,
& Nagy, J. (2016). Landscape resilience to climate change. In: The landscape approach:
Recommendations towards landscape-centred policies, European Landowners’ Organization
(ELO) Policy briefs]
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6. The Landscape Approach: Towards landscape-centred policy
Written by Paul Tabbush, Steven Shuttleworth, Sarah McCarthy, Laurence Le Du-Blayo,
Graham Fairclough, Nancy Stedman & Marie-Alice Budniok

Abstract
This paper derives from the work of the HERCULES research project 2014-2016, which
explored how policy might respond better to the drivers, dynamics, actors and values of
European landscapes. It advocates an integrated ‘Landscape Approach' to all areas of
governance that impact on landscape. Illustrated with case studies, we focus on specific policy
areas where we believe a landscape approach is important in analysing, formulating and
implementing policy. We make recommendations about harmonising EU policies in an
European Landscape Convention (ELC) -centred and culturally-informed landscape
framework, based on understanding landscape character and (most importantly) civil society
participation. We identify the need to integrate landscape thinking into policies and strategies
at a high level; develop a regulatory framework that is clear about high level landscape goals,
while allowing local communities to develop locally specific approaches; and avoid policies
that concentrate too narrowly on single sectors of economic land use. We stress the
importance of practices derived from interdisciplinary analyses of landscapes to co-design
effective solutions to actual or potential landscape conflicts and problems. We advocate
empowering local stakeholders to make and negotiate decisions about landscape in the
context of multi-stakeholder governance processes, to meet the future needs of both local
communities and wider societal interests.

Introduction
European landscapes have all been and still are shaped by human activities, possess features
valued by humans, and carry specific meanings for people (Plieninger et al., 2014). They are
vital everyday living environments that perform heritage, aesthetic, recreation and
biodiversity functions, as well as providing society with food, energy, raw materials, and
other ecosystem services. However, they are experiencing fundamental transformations as a
result of polarisation of land-use, with rural abandonment in some areas on the one hand and
urbanisation on the other (Bürgi et al, 2015, 2017; Plieninger et al., 2016). Some of these
changes affect the sustainability of landscapes, emphasising the need for effective and holistic
approaches to their future management.
The European Landscape Convention (ELC) (Council of Europe, 2000) is an important
policy-level step towards addressing these challenges, although its rich potentialities have not
yet been fully realised by national-level implementation (e.g. Olwig, 2016). HERCULES, as a
European Communities ‘Seventh Framework Programme’ research project whose purpose
was to provide the EC with advice on how best to deal with landscape issues, based its
approach to ‘landscape’ on the ELC. The project’s overarching goals – to increase
understanding of the drivers, dynamics patterns, actors and values of European cultural
landscapes; and to use this knowledge to develop, test, and demonstrate strategies for their
protection, management, and planning (HERCULES, 2013) – require a holistic approach to
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address landscape changes in an appropriate manner. To achieve this, one of the key
conclusions from the project is the need to adopt an integrated ‘landscape approach’ based on
a wide-ranging perspective about governance that incorporates diverse stakeholder
perspectives (including local people’s views as well as expert views) about what is valued and
constitutes good management in landscape.

Landscape and governance
The ELC defines landscape as “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result
of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors”. Landscape, furthermore,
“applies to the entire territory of the Parties and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban
areas. It includes land, inland water and marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be
considered outstanding, as well as everyday or degraded landscapes” (Council of Europe,
2000). Thus the ELC does not discriminate between or among landscapes of different value,
affording equal status to ‘ordinary landscapes’ and ‘designated landscapes’ alike. It assumes,
throughout, that landscapes are inherently cultural; it is an anthropological definition of
culture, not one reflecting the ‘High Arts’ (Dessein et al, 2015). So in a fundamental sense, all
places, however ‘ordinary’ or ‘natural’, are cultural landscapes, and they are inherently
dynamic. This concept was articulated clearly by the European Science Foundation (2010):
“Landscape is a powerful, diverse and dynamic cultural resource for people in Europe. In
many ways it sits at the heart of European culture … Whereas the environment is the
inescapable physical setting for human existence, landscape … provides a concept of ‘place’
linked to community, an ability to transform perceptions of the world across physical and
psychological borders, a frame for people’s lifestyles and identities …, and an interface …
between people and nature.”
The term ‘governance’ can be used to cover all aspects of the administration of power through
institutions, including authority, decision-making and accountability (Institute of Governance,
2016). Within the last quarter century, however, the term has also come to refer to the societal
processes that act – often bottom-up – to make decisions concerning environmentally-based
problems, whether affecting natural or human-made environments (the two of course being
increasingly indistinguishable). A useful distinction here is between the application of
‘administrative rationality’ based on the application of expert advice by administrators, versus
the application of ‘participative democracy’ based on deliberation informed by experts but
crucially also including the knowledge and opinions of lay people, stakeholders and citizens
(Dryzek, 1997).
The systems of governance arising from the ELC (see Article 6) reflect this concept of
participative democracy, i.e. they assume a community-driven ‘bottom-up’ approach to
defining which landscapes are ‘valuable’, and why. They contrast with older, well-established
systems of evaluation (such as the UNESCO World Heritage Convention (WHC), RAMSAR
and Natura 2000) which are allied to the ‘top-down’ designation and administrative rationality
discourses of governments and disciplinary experts covering areas of land identified
nationally or regionally for a particular value (for example for their scenic, heritage or wildlife
value). Under such systems, a cultural landscape is a specific place that demonstrates the
highest achievements of human beings or is judged to have particular significance; by being
selected to stand above other areas it can be said to thereby exclude the majority of people’s
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landscapes. It is a top-down, largely single-sector (although sometimes inter-disciplinary)
approach, driven by elites based on disciplinary expert advice but also increasingly by
marketing potential, using designation as its primary tool.
The Council of Europe (ELC) perspective is radically different from that of the UNESCO
context. Its emphasis on ‘ordinary landscapes’ creates a tension between designated and
undesignated landscapes and it does not refer to ’cultural landscapes‘, because the opposite,
’natural landscapes‘, nowhere exist, at least not in Europe. However, a decade on from the
ELC’s adoption, the full implications of the difference have not been fully recognised, with
calls being made for more work to promote landscape governance that overcomes much of the
elitism that still pervades many of the planning, decision-making and administrative processes
that affect landscape (Scott, 2011).
The HERCULES project’s concern with cultural landscapes relates to both landscape and
heritage. A key issue has therefore been to reconcile these two very different systems of
governance and indeed of heritage culture (Howard, 2004, 2014; Olwig, 2007). HERCULES
sought to do so by studying landscapes which are – or have until recently – been characterised
by high aesthetic and cultural values, a broadly traditional or locally-adopted approach to
management, and the presence of features whose distribution is regionally and/or locally
specific, and which contribute to the landscape’s aesthetic qualities, people’s identity and
well-being, and ecological integrity and resilience. These are often called traditional cultural
landscapes. The research findings were used to develop policy recommendations that give
effect to a landscape approach to environmental governance.

Principles underlying a landscape approach
A ‘Landscape Approach’ to environmental governance entails the joint and reciprocating
consideration of both the biophysical environment and the human processes that co-produce
landscape, and the human well-being that depends on it. Since its focus is on culture, the
landscape approach is intrinsically more interdisciplinary than parallel approaches based on
the conservation of biodiversity (such as the ‘Ecosystem Approach’, Convention on
Biological Diversity, 2016) or approaches based on economic productivity (such as the
‘Integrated Approach to Sustainable Land-Use Management’ (or ‘Integrated Land
Management’), FAO, 2016), although it is founded on similar principles.
By basing action on taking into account how and why people perceive and experience
landscapes, the approach allows stakeholders to identify policy options, investment
opportunities, criteria by which these options and opportunities might be compared, and
research priorities. It does so by providing an integrative structure for:
•

aligning policies across and between sectors, understanding how choices in one area
affect other areas , and avoiding conflict and the production of adverse consequences
(especially in long term contexts);

•

negotiating competing stakeholder needs and aspirations in a landscape, and revealing
multiple meanings;

•

taking into account assessments and analyses at the appropriate scales (local, national,
regional and/or global levels);
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•

recognising and understanding the interaction of superficially-separate drivers of
landscape change such as climate and other biophysical change, demographic change,
social behaviours, and changes in overarching economic and political discourses; and

•

taking account of the interests of diverse stakeholders, including the criteria and values
of citizens, as an essential element of the above points.

The landscape approach therefore seeks to be holistic, transdisciplinary and multi-sectoral. It
takes a more human-centric approach consistent with the ELC along the lines set out by the
European Science Foundation (2010) (see above). It avoids the pitfalls of single-sector or
single-discipline approaches, which tend to produce solutions that are rapidly undermined by
lack of wider community acceptance, by developments within and unintended consequences
on other aspects of landscapes, or by unforeseen events.
Specifically, the landscape approach would enable the adoption of shared objectives for
multiple benefits, the development of land use practices that contribute to such multiple
objectives, the management of synergies and trade-offs between different objectives, the
shaping of policies and programmes to support the needs of multiple stakeholders, and the
adoption of a collaborative process between stakeholders to agree all those matters. The
landscape approach therefore offers a mechanism for reconciling top-down objectives and
needs with bottom-up perspectives and priorities (Scherr, 2013, 2016). To be successful it
needs to be informed by knowledge about past and current landscape patterns, processes and
dynamics, as well as being collaborative and consensual to ensure that the important
considerations around environmental justice and resilience are not overlooked (Plieninger et
al, 2015).
The landscape approach to environmental governance applies to all the processes that can
have an impact on landscape, including analysis, impact assessment, investment appraisal,
policy-making, decision making, planning and management. Its effectiveness directly shapes
the function and quality of landscape. The mechanisms through which function and quality
are determined include the local, national and international legal and policy frameworks,
landownership and its history, planning arrangements, and public discourses. Here we
consider five important aspects of governance:
•

landscape characterisation;

•

ownership;

•

designation;

•

planning; and

•

public participation

Characterisation in the landscape approach
A prerequisite for applying a landscape approach to environmental governance is using
analysis and description methods that produce a rounded understanding of landscape, taking
into account as many facets as possible of the human-environment and people-land
interaction. Such methods place people and culture at the centre of governance, recognising
the inevitability and desirability of change and the role of landscape as a ‘universal commons’
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which reflects collective needs and ideals. Landscape characterisation methods (Natural
England, 2014) achieve this by interpreting the combination of all the features (that is,
physical geography, ecology and land cover, along with human activities, experiences and
sensory responses) that make up ‘landscape‘ as perceived by people in a holistic way (rather
than being just based on sites, habitats or statistical data). It assesses time-depth or
‘biography’ in the landscape. In terms of governance, the approach recognises that the most
important relationships within landscape are those between people (even in those cases where
there appear to be no people, for example as a result of land abandonment).
In this understanding, community is inseparable from landscape – one makes the other
reciprocally – and the result is landscape character. The landscape approach to understanding
the character of an area is concerned with participation and democracy as well as with
environmental characteristics. It therefore provides a mechanism for communities to reach
collective views about how best to effect the transition from past to future. As such, a
landscape approach is not necessarily, or even usually, protectionist; indeed, in some
situations, it might champion environmental change.
Land ownership
There can be no doubt that changes in land ownership can have major effects on landscape.
For example the English ‘Inclosure Acts’ of the 18th and 19th Centuries transformed open
fields to hedgerow landscapes and, across Europe, local land inheritance customs shape
landscapes differently. Similarly, changes in political structures (e.g. the collapse of the
Soviet Union or the extension of the Common Agricultural Policy to new EU members) can
create overwhelming landscape change.
Today in Europe land ownership is relatively stable, although some areas are experiencing
substantial ownership changes, for example as a result of overseas investment. Ownership is
articulated between three sectors, private landowners (the major type of ownership), the
public sector and the land-managing non-governmental organisations (which have a strong
semi-public character). Each of these is increasingly under pressure to maximise the economic
and other benefits from its holdings, although they prioritise their benefits differently. At the
same time all are under pressure to maintain or even enhance the environmental and cultural
‘services’ of biodiversity, recreation and well-being, although at present the provision of these
additional services is not financially accounted and more work needs to be done to support
their better provisioning. Although modern agro-chemical -based industrialised agriculture
has often resulted in loss of biodiversity and damage to natural resources, soil water and air,
on the other hand a balanced approach to social, environmental and economic considerations
enables landowners to support sustainable land management if proper schemes are put in
place.
A landscape approach will often encounter multiple ownerships and other interests within a
given landscape so that, at the very least, multiple stakeholders will need to be included in
policy creation and consultation, and their knowledge, views and aspirations taken into
account.
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Land designations
Designation of land can bring together a wide range of interests to protect and enhance areas
and their landscapes, and undoubtedly can lead (and historically has led) to a range of
benefits. However, it can also result in three less welcome consequences – a focus on only
certain aspects or values of an area to the exclusion of other legitimate values, a decrease of
land value and future benefits for the owner (which is the main cause of many land
management conflicts), and a lack of focus and attention on areas beyond the designated
boundaries. It is not our purpose to suggest that designation is never appropriate, but simply
to advocate that it is insufficient as the only mechanism for landscape conservation. The
benefit of the landscape approach is that it embraces a wider perspective built around the
knowledge, purposes and priorities of local people as well as those of wider society. It thereby
overcomes the weakness that designation approaches generally do not take into account the
dynamics and broader drivers of change.
The landscape approach provides a way in which the disadvantages of designation can be
addressed. A combined top-down and bottom-up approach enables a shared identification of,
and (ideally) agreement about, what makes an area distinctive and different from other areas.
It thus paves the way for decision-makers and land managers to develop policies, procedures
and practices that respect and enhance the distinctive character, and thereby enables public
administrative actions to reflect and support the views of local people. An example is National
Character Area profiles which cover all the land in England (Natural England, 2014).
The success of such methods lies in the clear identification of land management issues
through participation, and the communication of complex technical information. This will
enable informed communities to persuade local decision makers to accept their aims for the
landscape, and the decision-makers to incorporate appropriate policies and actions in their
work that reconcile such aims with other priorities and perspectives. This is the essence of the
landscape approach. We suggest below that it is not difficult to incorporate such an approach
within the existing governance arrangements relating to land-use and environmental planning.
Land-use and environmental planning
The principles and practices of environmental planning across the countries of Europe are
strongly affected by national differences in conceptions of land-use and its national or
regional regulation, and by the administrative systems that implement them, but they also
have many similarities which arise partly because of the systems’ conformity with EU
Directives and Regulations. At the heart of the similarities is the idea that environmental and
land-use planning aim to safeguard what is ‘best’ about our existing environment and to
enhance what is less good, whether in the ‘natural’ or the ‘manmade’ environment; to strike
an appropriate balance between economic, social and environmental objectives and priorities;
to plan to meet future needs; and to facilitate and manage proposed development and related
activities accordingly. Achieving these objectives cannot be done without expert input at
several levels. Crucially, however, this cannot be achieved fully unless there is also a
substantial community input at all the various stages of data analysis, preparation and
assessment of options, and decision-making. The importance of public participation in
achieving and sustaining a landscape approach cannot be over-emphasised.
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Public participation
Public participation in environmental decision-making has become an axiom of public policy
in recent years, particularly within the discourse of sustainable development resulting from
the Rio Declaration (UNEP, 2010). Its importance was learned by planners and land managers
in many countries from their often bitter experience of failing to do so. Building on the values
set out by the International Institute for Public Participation (2006) and the general goals of
fairness and competence (Webler, 1995) and (we suggest) transparency, an effective
participation process would:
•

clarify the objectives of engaging with people and the project or decision that is to be
the subject of engagement;

•

undertake stakeholder analysis;

•

identify the issues and potential conflicts, and ensure that all parties understand the
technicalities;

•

identify the human and financial resources needed to complete the process;

•

be effectively implemented in terms of making sure that people’s views are properly
recorded and responded to; and

•

bring the process to an end by making it clear how people’s views and needs will be
taken into account, and why sometimes they have to be rejected for reasons of
overriding public interest (Tabbush and Ambrose-Oji, 2011).

Of course, participation does not necessarily result in the participants securing what they
prefer. Sometimes there is a legitimate conflict between different objectives which cannot be
reconciled, or particular circumstances shape the final decision in a particular direction. But,
if done properly, deliberation enables all parties to understand each other’s views, and to
understand the need for and basis of choice, even if they may disagree with the final outcome.

Applying the landscape approach
Adapting current policies to the landscape approach
Environmental and land-use planning in many countries already brings together expert and
community input, which is essential to building consensus around aims for local landscapes
and incorporating appropriate policies and actions to deliver those aims. Thus, current policies
and approaches ought to be able to embrace the landscape approach without much difficulty.
Four simple shifts in emphasis are needed to facilitate this:
1. A clear statement in the various national planning guidance documents that
environmental and land-use plans should specifically take account of the principles of
the ELC, in addition to the various other EU Directives and Regulations commonly
referred to. Were the EU to issue clear guidance to this effect, it would clearly
facilitate the adoption of such an approach by Member State governments.
2. All development and environmental plans need to incorporate and articulate the
characteristics of place that are valued by local people. This should apply irrespective
of whether the plans are prepared by public bodies ‘forward planning’ for the future
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development and management of an area, or prepared by developers or land owners or
managers to initiate a specific development or management proposal. This
understanding of the genius loci should take account of both the overall landscape
character and the individual elements and features that create it, in terms of its longand shorter-term history, its special features, and the pressures for change that need to
be managed or accommodated.
3. Although much planning has to be done at a strategic level (defined by both the scale
of the issues to be addressed and local circumstances), the more local the level of
planning and decision-making the more likely it is to command community consent.
Assuming that local capacity and knowledge are in place, and there are mechanisms in
place to contextualise local choices at regional or national level, then it is appropriate
whenever possible to decentralise responsibility and liability, together with relevant
financial and technical powers, to the lowest possible level.
4. The landscape approach needs to be actively embraced as a positive and constructive
means of guiding landscape development and management to community-agreed ends,
rather than for ‘negative’ reasons by interests focused on resisting change.
In considering these shifts of emphasis, the danger of advocating a more localised approach is
that it might under-emphasise the wider public interest. The importance of the landscape
approach is that it offers an answer to this conundrum. Its definitions of landscape as a
scaleable function of community, collectivism and universal common as well as of its
environmental characteristics, emphasise the importance of two-way dialogue to seek
consensus and compromise.
Exemplars of the landscape approach
Individual study landscapes (case studies) were a central feature of the research and
development of analytical tools and baseline parameters in HERCULES. In this section, we
use a selection of them to illustrate the value of a landscape approach in devising solutions to
the issues arising in the case studies.
The case studies can be set in a wider context of the many other local initiatives that have
been developed across Europe to sustain local communities’ values of landscape. These have
often arisen in response to perceived (and actual) threats to local landscapes, and the
homogenising effect on local character of supra-national EU-wide and national policy
measures. A HERCULES analysis of them showed that their common characteristics are:
•

a holistic approach to landscape management;

•

involving, coordinating and building on collaboration among different sectors and
stakeholders at many levels; and

•

their role as agents of awareness raising and learning hubs.

However, in many cases their effectiveness would be greatly improved by political and
societal action to address lack of funding and institutional support (García-Martín et al, 2016).
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Lesvos (Greece)

The first case study, the Mediterranean island of Lesvos, has a characteristic landscape of
mature olive trees with oak woodland in its western part. Rural depopulation in mountainous
and peripheral areas is causing rapid a slow but steady landscape change with expanding pineoak woodland and maquis/shrubland. In contrast, modern-style olive groves and grass- and
shrublands are intruding into former areas of traditional olive groves, mixed cultivation and
oak stands in river valleys and near urban areas. In these areas, the traditional olive farmers
are on average over 50 years of age and do not necessarily aspire to modernised olive culture
in the interests of economic development. However, opportunities to increase tourism are
causing some development pressures. These potentially threaten the traditional way of life and
hence the island’s biodiversity, attractiveness and cultural values, which are the very
characteristics that attract tourists and offer marketing opportunities for locally branded
goods. Solutions are needed that result in appropriate sustainable development in both tourism
and agriculture, focused on the long-term retention of oak woodlands and traditional olive
groves in the face of rural depopulation and land-use intensification, thus respecting the
special character of the landscape. Stakeholder discussions led to a wide range of local people
agreeing that reconciling this conflict required a holistic approach so that environmental and
agricultural policies take account of the culture of the people living and working on the land,
to better address the different landscapes’ specificities as anthropogenic habitats, and to
manage development pressures accordingly (Schaich et al, 2015).
Colmenar Viejo, Spain

Colmenar Viejo is in the Sierra de Guadarrama foothills near Madrid. The main land use is
livestock farming in a landscape dominated by rain-fed pastures and holm oak dehesas. The
region’s cultural values, traditions and sense of place are strongly linked to past farming and
mining activity, although its economy is now service-based and has a commuter-town
character. The case study focused on identifying the aspects and spaces of the landscape that
are most valued by its inhabitants; on raising awareness about what needs safeguarding; and
promoting dialogue to identify the trade-offs needed between different landscape uses,
objectives and benefits to avoid conflicts between users. A key feature was investigating the
recent dynamics of the landscape, to identify its most and least resilient aspects. Local
stakeholders have identified the importance of different elements of cultural and natural
heritage and the values ascribed to them, and are using these to model future desired and
undesired scenarios resulting from different landscape management strategies. This process
allowed people to take account of the many different and potentially conflicting perspectives
and needs that operate in the landscape, and find mutually acceptable ways to reconcile them,
along the lines of the landscape approach. The resultant discourse led to many local people
becoming enthused about and committed to better stewardship of the land. As a result the
community has developed and adopted local integrated heritage conservation strategies for
particular humanly-made landscape features (notably protecting the extensive network of dry
stonewalls and continuing access to the Manzanares River), and started new initiatives to
further increase local interest and understanding of the local landscapes. In turn, this work has
inspired several local initiatives to promote Colmenar Viejo’s landscapes to a non-local
audience, to promote sustainable tourism to benefit the local economy (García-Martín 2016,
pers. comm.).
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The Rance Valley, France

The Rance Valley is a coastal area and tidal flooded ria together with adjacent areas that until
relatively recently mostly comprised a traditional bocage landscape. Landscape change has
been extremely rapid in the past thirty years. In different areas, this is marked by significant
urbanisation, loss of the bocage and orchard landscape as a result of agricultural
intensification or abandonment leading to woodland regeneration on once-cultivated hillsides.
There is a strong local sense that the area is losing its traditional character, especially valued
cultural aspects such as the once-extensive and high stem apple trees in all their many local
varieties. Efforts to reverse these trends involve returning to or adopting traditional land
management systems based on integrated production systems. The aim is to utilise all the
characteristics of the bocage landscape to produce high-value specialist local products that
command premium prices (for example, dairy cattle and hedge wood to produce the local
cheese, with pigs consuming surplus dairy products, replanting of local apple varieties to
produce craft ciders, and/or re-introducing locally endangered animal breeds for charcuterie).
As these initiatives grow in number and extent, the cumulative effect has been for local
communes and landowners to work more closely together through a network of local
associations (Les mordus de la pomme, Association des producteurs et fermiers du Pays
d’Evran, COEUR Emeraude) to re-shape national and regional policy by securing a
designation project of the area as a Parc Naturel Regional (expected in 2018) – a ‘bottom-up’
desire to achieve a desirable landscape and alternative economic model. The intention of
COUER Emeraude is that the whole area will benefit from increased tourism, and the funding
for conservation-oriented landscape management activities that generally accompany the
designation (Le Du-Blayo, 2016a, 2016b).
Clwydian Range, north Wales, UK

The ‘Clwydian Range’ food label originated in the UK Heather and Hillforts Landscape
Partnership (2007 to 2012), and links locally-produced food with the area’s distinctive
landscape. The Clwydian Range is designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AoNB), and other elements of the landscape are designated for their wildlife or historic
values. The Landscape Partnership brought together local food producers, communities and
visitor services providers to reinvigorate the area’s cultural landscape. One of its main aims
was to implement the ELC on the ground, recognising that in Clwyd the long term
sustainability of the landscape would rest with integrated local management and a return to
traditional farming practices. The project emphasised the social and cultural value of the
landscape for people’s health and well-being, and involved local communities in its future
management and protection. It resulted in initiatives to conserve the area’s six hillforts,
restore the heather moorland, improve access to the sites and raise understanding of a
landscape visited by more than half a million people every year (Natura 2000, 2015; Slavid,
2013). On-site training in heathland management gave local farmers the knowledge and
confidence to manage the moorland themselves. Out of this work arose the idea for the
Clwydian Range label (Shiel 2016, pers. comm.), to enable products from, and associated
with, this distinctive landscape to attract a premium price. The economic benefits have
encouraged many farmers to return to traditional livestock grazing practices, and as a result
biodiversity and visitor experience have also improved. Today, the labelling scheme not only
includes lamb but also honey and locally-brewed beer.
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Lessons from the case studies
Although each of the study landscapes is very different, and the way the various drivers of
landscape change affect them is locally specific, three common conclusions can be identified,
from both the detailed work with local people and the wider landscape change modelling
work.
First, the policies affecting land managers or land use have a strong impact on the direction
and speed of landscape change. Both the study landscapes and European scale studies
strongly suggest that maintaining cultural landscapes as productive living landscapes which
retain their value to society is favoured by a policy framework that enables or stimulates
region-specific (that is more local) solutions (Schulp, 2015, 2016).
Second, local communities and local industry across Europe have developed or maintained
many ‘good landscape practices’. The HERCULES project identified and systematically
collected examples of localised landscape skills and knowledge, with the aim of providing
cohesive guidance to empower traditional skills and knowledge in cultural landscape
management (Anderson et al, 2015).
Finally, many local communities are working towards adopting a landscape approach to their
local place. This is not just a defensive preservation of particular cultural landscapes, but also
an empowerment of communities, in the face of “supra-national and impersonal economic and
political forces which are indifferent to landscape as a localised weave of life, land, memory
and practice” (Wylie, 2016). A key value of a landscape approach is therefore its recognition
that landscape is “something quintessentially affective - that is, a matter of feelings,
attachments and qualities, as opposed to the quantities tape-measured by (for instance) an
ecosystem services approach" (Wylie, op. cit.). As such, a landscape approach helps to foster
local resilience by providing a counterpoint to perceived top-down undemocratic authority.
However, the case studies also demonstrate that expert knowledge and facilitation have an
important role in helping people understand what influences and drives change in the
landscape that they value, and that the essence of the landscape approach lies in combining
both perspectives.

Discussion
All landscapes are inherently dynamic and undergoing many changes at different rates, but
‘traditionally-managed’ landscapes are experiencing fundamental changes. The combination
of mainly economic/political/institutional, cultural, and natural/spatial drivers determines
landscape change in most areas, rather than any single key driver. Landscapes are shaped by
the connections and disconnections between people and their environment. These have to be
understood in the context of long-term histories, and the land-use and land management
legacies that are critical in determining the functions, and the broad and diverse sets of values
and meanings for people, of many contemporary landscapes.
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A key lesson, therefore, is that understanding landscape change in any area must be
based on clearly identifying and understanding the role of the various factors in that
locality. Generalisation inevitably leads to a flawed understanding of the dynamics and
issues that need to be addressed. In other words, knowledge about past and current
landscape patterns, processes, and dynamics provides guidance for developing visions to
support the sustainable stewardship of social-ecological systems of landscapes.
Landscapes are affected by governance arrangements and decision-making processes in
localities and at regional and Member State scales. Importantly also, although landscape is not
currently an EU ‘competency’, they are also affected both directly and indirectly by various
EU policies, Directives and Regulations, even though these are not necessarily drafted with
‘landscape’ in mind. These include measures from (for instance) the EC’s Agriculture and
Rural Development, Climate Action, Energy, Environment, Mobility and Transport, Regional
and Urban Policy, and Research and Innovation Directorates. These supra-national policies
shape decisions and actions by a wide range of actors that both directly and indirectly affect
landscape. However, any given sector-driven approach inevitably interacts with other sectors,
sometimes in ways that are unintended and often undesirable (for example, hedgerow removal
because of previous policy focus on efficient agricultural production). Overcoming such
unintended consequences depends on adopting a multi-sectoral approach, based on better
collaboration between Directorates leading to better integration of the landscape approach in
the EU decision making process when decisions might affect landscape. In this context, a key
lesson from both the study landscapes and the Europe-wide study of local initiatives
developed to sustain local communities’ values of landscape is that a focus on
landscapes, in addition to economic productivity or biological diversity, will take
account of heritage and cultural values as the context in which all the other values of
landscape are developed. This would combine all relevant perspectives to reconcile both the
potential conflicts between the different objectives and priorities of single sector-driven
policies, and the potential and actual conflicts between local and external stakeholders.
A further practical lesson is that measures need to be designed and applied in their local
contexts wherever possible.
Since all landscapes have their distinctive local
characteristics, any top-down, imposed direction which is too quantitatively specific or
target-driven in its mechanisms will inevitably lead in time to homogeneity of outcome.
This undermines the heterogeneity that is the essence of local character of place and
landscape, and at the roots of European landscape diversity. The principle of the
landscape approach focuses on context, stakeholder engagement, prioritisation of issues, and
accountability to local people leading to more locally-specific landscape management, local
experimentation and feedback, and solutions that reconcile local and wider objectives and
priorities. The research suggests that a policy framework that enables or stimulates regionspecific (that is more local) solutions is more likely to maintain cultural landscapes as
productive and valued living landscapes. In consequence, it should be recognised that "....
there is no such thing as policy measures that could be recommended in every European
cultural landscape … with their quite different issues and concerns. What could be proposed
is a common method to implement and prioritise such policy measures, each of them being
very dependent on the local context” (Girod and Palang, 2016).
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Recommendations
The HERCULES project’s key proposal is to integrate the human(ities) perspective fully and
in its own right into landscape policies and management (and into supporting landscape
research) as the starting place for all policy areas affecting landscape. The aim is to use
landscape to create a collaborative interdisciplinary approach that serves social and economic
as well as environmental and ecological purposes, based on a concept of ‘place’ linked to
community. The landscape approach enables this because it is necessarily participative,
informed by experts as well as the knowledge and opinions of lay communities and
stakeholders, and avoids the pitfalls of single-sector or single-discipline approaches. It
therefore brings the principles set out in the ELC to practical application.
Specifically, it is recommended that:
1. EU policies affecting all land should be harmonised to avoid policies that concentrate
too narrowly on single sectors of economic land use. Specifically, sectoral plans
should clearly articulate their impact on other sectors that affect landscape, and
incorporate a clear statement about how their specific policies will harmonise with
other policies.
2. All national planning guidance should include a specific requirement that
environmental and land-use plans should take account of the principles of the ELC, in
addition to the various other EU Directives and Regulations commonly referred to.
Such a statement should clearly state that competent authorities should:
a. integrate landscape thinking into policies and strategies at a high level;
b. adopt the landscape approach at every stage of the policy and decision-making
process that have a direct or indirect bearing on the natural and/or human
factors of the landscape; and
c. adopt a regulatory framework (or amend as necessary existing frameworks) to
enable landscape-scale action – that is, a framework which is clear about
landscape goals, then allows local communities to develop locally specific
approaches.
3. All development and environmental plans should set out the characteristics of place
that are valued by local people, with a clear understanding of why and what makes it
so. They should take account of both overall landscape character and the individual
elements and features that create it, in terms of its long- and shorter-term history, its
special features, and the pressures for change that need to be managed or
accommodated. The genuine participation of citizens to achieve this understanding
and in creating these plans is vital.
4. The many cost-effective and sustainable practices derived from interdisciplinary
analyses of landscapes should be used to co-design effective social and environmental
solutions to actual or potential landscape conflicts and problems. Land and resource
management objectives and priorities need to be agreed at a landscape scale to iron out
sectoral conflicts. Public resources should incentivise the adoption by land owners and
managers of integrated landscape investments to achieve the objectives of the local
landscape plan.
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5. Assuming that local capacity and knowledge are in place, the responsibility for such
plans should devolve to the lowest possible level (consistent with the need for
overview and coordination at higher local or regional and national levels). Local
stakeholders should be empowered to make and negotiate decisions, in the context of
multi-stakeholder governance processes.
6. Adopting the landscape approach along these lines needs to be embraced as a positive
means of maintaining what is good and valued about existing landscapes, and enabling
the development of an area to meet the future needs of both local communities and
wider societal interests. Developing local landscape partnerships and building local
capacity to implement an integrated approach is again vital.
[This chapter is published as: Tabbush, P., Shuttleworth, S., McCarthy, S., Le Du-Blayo, L.,
Fairclough, G., Stedman, N. & Budniok, M-A. (submitted). The Landscape Approach:
towards landscape-centred policy. Landscape Research, Special Issue (2017)]
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7. Conclusions
Based on the policy and management practice relevant work conducted in WP9 and, where
appropriate, with further input coming from a range of other WPs of the HERCULES project,
this section sets out comprehensive recommendations for landscape policy and management
(section 7.1), and for research policy (section 7.2). We address landscape policy and decisionmakers in a range of policy sectors and administrative levels. Wherever possible,
recommendations are particularly directed towards particular fields of action.

7.1 Recommendations for landscape policy and practice
Adding to the recommendations presented in relation to the five key themes for landscape
governance (section 2-6), we condense eight statements how to foster sustainable landscape
development in policy and practice decision-making.
Utilizing the landscape approach
The landscape approach highlights the need for integrated thinking and systemic solutions, by
harmonising EU policies in a European Landscape Convention (ELC) centred and culturallyinformed landscape framework, based on understanding landscape character and (most
importantly) civil society participation. The approach advocates the need to integrate
landscape thinking into policies and strategies at a high level; develop a regulatory framework
which is clear about landscape goals, then allows local communities to develop locally
specific approaches; and avoid policies that concentrate too narrowly on single sectors of
economic land use. It therefore helps to foster a debate on multiple landscape functions,
services, values and meanings of place for sustainable development. The landscape approach
allows actors with different motivations and from multiple sectors and levels to probe each
other’s worlds, and to exchange constructively options for landscape development and
innovation. This approach does not just preserve particular cultural landscapes. Rather, it
serves as an empowerment mechanism for local actors and communities to make and
negotiate decisions about landscape in the context of multi-stakeholder governance processes,
to meet the future needs of both local communities and wider societal interests. For this
purpose, the landscape approach is useful due to its multifaceted and flexible understanding of
actor coordination and its integrative character.
Creating a better narrative for landscape preservation
European landscapes are facing the risks of degradation and homogenisation caused by
unsustainable land uses, and by economic pressures and sectorally driven policies that pay
little heed to the heterogeneity of local landscapes. Policy is based on the values of (cultural)
landscape preservation for human wellbeing and the current land-use drivers, pressures and
impacts for creating societal awareness of the close interrelations between the environment,
human action, and quality of life. Therefore, a better narrative needs to be created which
highlights that good landscape policy and practice by responsible land managers and decisionmakers corresponds to positive environmental, social and economic effects. Positive examples
which demonstrate the potential of sustainable landscape policy and management and its
impacts and synergies can be presented. Some of them – landscape stewardship, landscape
labelling and integrated landscape management – are illustrated in this deliverable as
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promising means for sustainable rural and urban development. There is a need for taking
better care of European landscapes. The factors that demand integrated and sustainable land
policy and management approaches (including climate change, increased land and water
scarcity, concerns about food security and interest about agricultural investments, together
with an increasing understanding of the role of ecosystems in human well-being) are likely to
persist if not increase in the coming years (see Milder et al. 2014).
Fostering stakeholder participation, collaboration and network creation
Empirical evidence presented in this deliverable suggests that most common-pool resources
provided by landscapes are neither best governed by the state nor by private actors and
markets. Therefore, the idea of landscape governance in the landscape approach seeks to
expand cooperation between all stakeholders, including both the state as a central actor for
guiding the provision of landscape services, and non-state actors who need to be involved
more directly in both policy and management. Ideally, stakeholder involvement occurs along
the whole policy process, starting from problem definitions, via policy formulation and
decisions for certain governance strategies to co-implementation and monitoring.
Participation and collaboration then provides the basis for shared agreement, collective action
and the formation of (new) alliances and networks. The rationale for inclusive policy and
management approaches is that they are better embedded in society which might increase the
chances of achieving land use objectives. However, participatory and collaborative
governance requires resources for taking the range of needs of concerned actors, sectors and
decision-making levels appropriately into account.
Strengthening the focus on the local
One important lesson learned is the need to recognise and accept that there is no ´one size fits
all` solution existing for landscape policy and management. Since all landscapes have their
distinct local characteristics, including problem framing and vision of solutions, top-down
induced measures will most likely lead to problems of fit for policy implementation and
practice, and may even produce unwanted results. Heterogeneity is the essence of the
character of place, at the roots of European landscape diversity, and the future potential and
treasure of the landscapes in Europe. Therefore, landscape relevant policy, planning and
development initiatives have to account for the particular characteristics of place that are
values by local people and framed by local biophysical conditions. Flexibility needs to be an
inherent feature of national and in particular EU landscape relevant regulations, and decisionmaking should, wherever possible, be guided by the subsidiarity principle.
Working towards sound institutional interplay
The multi-level and multi-sectoral character of most landscapes illustrates the need to ensure
institutional interplay as an important element for increasing policy effectiveness. Landscape
governance must account for vertical policy scale in relation to interactions which range from
the European Union, to national and regional initiatives and collaborations. Besides the
institutional interplay across vertical levels, institutional arrangements among distinct policy
sectors at the same (horizontal) level within and beyond landscape policy, such as agriculture,
urban and regional development, infrastructure and trade policy need to be accounted for. In
particular EU policies affecting land use and land management should be harmonized to avoid
single sector solutions and unilateral impacts to society and the environment.
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Therefore dedicated tools and approaches are needed to be able to manage policy integration
such as landscape planning or scenario approaches. This calls for more integrative policy and
planning approaches which are able to link relevant institutions in landscape systems for
effectively guiding the management of landscape service provision.
Including landscape initiatives in existing policies and strategies
Landscape policy and management approaches such as stewardship, labelling or integrated
landscape management are single approaches within a set of policy instruments and strategies.
One needs to be aware that, if such landscape initiatives are established, they operate in
combination with existing regimes, institutions and actors, which need to be acknowledged. It
should be proved if such new approaches can be integrated into existing policy initiatives.
Examples for national or regional policy are geographic indications (GIs) or organic
agriculture certification that can be extended by a cultural landscape management component
(see section 3 on landscape labelling). As such they can promote recognition of place-based
landscape management while building on well-known incentive-based financing mechanisms.
Linking the landscape concept to existing EU level directives and regulations can be a major
step for mainstreaming. The principles of the ELC demand such cross-policy linkages.
However, their integration into policy and strategies takes time. Therefore, leadership by key
stakeholders (in particular EU policy representatives) is an important success factor for the
integration of the landscape dimension into policy.
Establishing supportive governance structures and policy conditions
Sustainable landscape governance depends on supportive structures, actors and skills. Above
all, this needs political will to prioritise cultural landscapes and their management as heritage.
It is important to reshape the policy frameworks for sustainable landscape transformation. The
high societal awareness of organic products, place-based authenticity and uniqueness may
provide a window of opportunity for policy change (Kingdon, 1984). Such discourses can be
used by decision-makers to frame new narratives that highlight the need for integrated
landscape management or otherwise landscapes in Europe risk losing their role of providing
multiple functions and services, and their source of regional identity. The research presented
here suggests that policy frameworks that enable or stimulate region-specific solutions is
more likely to maintain cultural landscapes as productive and values living spaces.
Creating opportunities for experimentation, adaptation and learning
Acknowledging the various challenges mentioned, even with sophisticated, holistic and
extensive assessment methods it is unrealistic to grasp all policy impacts in advance due to
indirect effects, non-linear behaviour and system dynamics. As a way forward, more adaptive
approaches are needed (see, Folke et al. 2005). Key to adaptive governance approaches is the
creation of possibilities and physical spaces for experimentation with new policy and practice
approaches, adaptation and learning. A key lesson learned in many case studies is that
sustainable landscape governance must be based on a clear understanding of the various
influencing factors at play instead of generalized assumptions. In such contexts, with the help
of transparent management of expectations, all results produced - if success or failure- are fine
as long as they are taken as a basis for evaluation and lessons learned for future approaches.
Summarizing, Table 1 links all the policy recommendations presented here to EU policies.
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Table 1: Policy recommendations presented and their linkages to relevant EU policies
The landscape approach

Overview of the policy recommendations developed within the Hercules project and how they interact with relevant EU policies.

Nature

Agriculture

Forest and Woodland

Spatial Planning

Mining

Renewable energy

Transport (waterways & roads)

Coastal Development

Climate Change

Economic Development

European policies

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Policy recommendations
The Landscape approach
Make use of cost-effective and sustainable
practices derived from inter-disciplinary
analyses of landscapes taken as a whole
Harmonise EU policies affecting all land
(urban , rural and marine) to avoid the
ineffectiveness of policies
Consider the landscape approach at every stage
of the policy and decision-making process.
Participation of citizens is key.
Landscape Labelling
Expand focus from certifying single products
Establish participatory processes and develop
joint regional visions based on landscape
labelling
Use landscape labelling to foster a dynamic
debate on landscape character
Integrate landscape labelling within existing
policy instruments, strategies
Create the political willingness to assign
landscape approach political priority
Landscape Stewardship
Involve land managers and stakeholders
Discuss landscape value(s) with local land
managers
Empower
Provide effective and well-funded, independent
facilitation
Nest local environmental plans within catchment
management plans
Include landscape values need in planning
protocols
Landscape resilience to climate change
Consider a global approach
Assume a local approach
Enhance the provision of environmental goods
and services
By focusing on renewable biological resources,
promote a sustainable bio-economy.
Foster innovation in and knowledge of,
sustainable landscape management
Invest in capacity building
Prioritise the involvement of consumers and
citizens
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7.2 Recommendations for the science-policy interface
Landscape research has an important role to play in the sustainable transformation of land
uses. It provides holistic socio-ecological system understanding for reflexive, transparent, and
learning processes for governance. This includes insights into system interactions, impacts of
action, but also a focus on the social dimension of concerned stakeholders and civil society as
well as their related opportunities and challenges. However, such knowledge is often
practically ignored in decision-making, policy implementation and governance. What needs to
be changed for knowledge creation and transformation in order to become more policy
relevant and attractive for uptake? In this regard, we suggest that improvement of the
information basis in terms of time and scope as well as of research conditions is necessary.
Creating a holistic and relevant information basis for decision-makers
More (and better) knowledge about landscapes, the links between ecosystems and services,
and the values that humans place on these services is needed for sound decision-making. The
role of data availability and baseline data is particularly crucial for the design of landscape
policy and governance approaches and for the evaluation of their impacts and performance
over time. There is a need for more comparative studies and meta-analysis from a range of
contexts for policy recommendations as the practice of integrated land management
(hopefully) expands over time (Estrada-Carmona et al. 2014). In addition, ensuring long-term
monitoring greatly helps future policy design and implementation with regard to landscape
services provisioning and distribution. Quantitative and qualitative information on ecological
and societal factors should therefore be more consistently assessed and better integrated into
decision making. Ideally, this kind of knowledge coordination and communication needs to be
conveyed by larger, overarching science policy institutions that also have a role in handling
the results.
Strengthening social sciences for better understanding actors, interests and values
The reasons for policy failure are not only rooted in inadequate policy frameworks related to
their match to biophysical conditions, but are also related to social, cultural and political
processes of policy design, development and implementation. Understanding landscape
governance requires an understanding of the agents that drive policy and management action.
The concept of landscapes, as well as their functions and services, are socially constructed in
terms of what is deemed to be useful and also how it is used and valued in practice.
Consequently, this requires research approaches and assessment methods sensitive to issues of
power and control for a systematic elaboration of socio-cultural fabrics in landscape contexts,
in other words an assessment of landscape justice as well as ecological and economic
considerations. Such information can help to better match landscape policy and management
approaches to society`s needs and demands, increasing their acceptance, and making them
effective. This calls for a research agenda that crosses disciplinary boundaries. Combining
social sciences insights with ecological, technical and natural sciences information to
mutually enrich analysis is of the utmost importance.
Systematic learning from the past
There is much to learn about how to govern landscapes from previous research as a basis for
designing and executing more appropriate and better suited mechanisms and measures.
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Insights gained from previous studies on landscape policy and practice could be
systematically evaluated for learning and made available for designing respective governance
institutions. New empirical analysis should make use of existing analyses of governance, in
particular drawing on insights gained in the areas of climate change adaptation, biodiversity
conservation and environmental policy implementation. Such a systematic reassessment of
research studies is useful for future research orientation.
Facilitating the debate for a science-policy-society trialogue
Similar to international science-policy initiatives like the Intergovernmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) or the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), an exchange platform can be initiated dealing with European landscape
development and heritage preservation. Such platforms proved to be effective for utilizing a
science-policy-society trialogue. Not only can they provide a physical and digital space for
stakeholders from these different spheres to exchange and debate on strategies for minimizing
trade-offs and maximizing synergies (David et al. 2013), but also holistic databases can be
managed for coordinated knowledge transfer. In addition, results from the various initiated
citizen science initiatives can be better linked to socio-ecological landscape research for joint
learning (Bonney et al. 2014). This combination can improve not only the relevancy of
research but also its efficiency working towards sustainable solutions for landscape
governance.
Specific research questions to be addressed in the future
Towards the end of the Hercules project, most important landscape related research questions
were collected within the landscape science community. Afterwards, landscape concerned
stakeholders were asked* to order the most relevant research questions to be addressed in the
future. As a result, the following ten recommendations for research can be made:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Identify methodologies to secure a sustainable cultural landscape where it is not
economically profitable;
Assess the impact of globalization and competition for land in cultural landscapes;
Identify how to maintain different landscape values through integrated landscape
management;
Study conflict management in order to advance landscape justice;
Identify the role of different interest groups (e.g. ethnicity, class, gender, age,
language and education) in the appreciation, shaping and preservation of cultural
landscapes;
Identify the factors making some landscapes more resilient than others;
Develop solutions fitting the local context while fulfilling large-scale needs;
Map European landscape types including information on land management, landscape
structures, land-use history and landscape values;
Identify threats and opportunities perceived by people related to cultural landscapes;
Assess how to strengthen the links between people and cultural landscapes.

[*Procedure detailed in: Monica Hernandez Morcillo, Claudia Bieling, Mathias Bü rgi, Juraj
Lieskovský , Hannes Palang, Anu Printsmann, Nynke Schulp, Peter H. Verburg, Tobias
Plieninger (in preparation): Priority questions for the science, policy and practice of cultural
landscapes in Europe.]
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